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Soccer wins first-ever OVC championship, looks to NCAA
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor

....

Victory is a word the soccer team often hears. but the
words ''Ohio Valley Conference Champions" are ones
the Racers have always wanted to hear.
This became a reality at Morehead State's Jayne Sta·
dium Sunday afternoon when the Racers recorded a
four-point shutout over Tennessee Tech in the final
round of the OVC Championship game.
The tournament championship title was the first in
Murray State soccer history.
After dominating conference opponents during last
year's regular season, the Racers entered the tournament a bit cocky as the No. 1 seed and fell 5-4 in a
shootout loss to Morehead State in the semifinal round
·on their own Cutchin Field.
' The Eagles went on to win the OVC title and the
chance to compete in the NCAA tournament.
With Morehead State hosting this year's tournament,
the Racers hit the road with vengeance in mind.
"When we hosted the tournament and Morehead
State won, it left a bad taste in our mouths," Head Coach
Beth Acreman said. "They stole the trophy from our
field, so we went and took it back."
As this season kicked off, Murray State topped the
OVC preseason rankings, but when they dropped their

flfst two conference matches, the team scrounged to
fmd the problem.
Fortunately for the Racers, the team started clicking
when wins became imperative.
With the efforts of junior goalkeeper Tara IsbeU, the
team recorded four shutouts in their fmal four regular
season conference matchups, setting the script for tournament action.
The Racers entered the tournament in the No. 3 spot
and were put up against No. 6 Eastern Kentucky.
After a game to the Colonels ended in a 0-0 tie earlier
in the season, the Racers wanted to capitalize on a win.
Although the game looked as if it might become
another overtime battle. freshman midfielder Ashley
Fraser did the unthinkable. scoring off of a deflected
save in the last five minutes of play.
The goal was Fraser's career first, and along with
Isbell's eight saves, propelled the Racers to the semifmal
round with a 1-0 win.
Murray State's next opponent was the No. 2 ranked
UT-Martin, who beat the Racers 2-o in regular season
play.
Fraser again saved the day for Murray State, beading
in a corner kick from sophomore forward Rachel
Wright. The Racers led the Skyhawks 1-0 at halftime and
maintained the score for the rest of the game.
The only obstacle standing between Murray State and

the title was the No. 4 team from Tennessee Tech.
The Racers hit the field pumped to redeem their loss
.in last year's tournament and prove their preseason
ranking true.
Murray State hit the field determined, with junior
defender Rebecca Schultz scoring early for the Racers.
Junior forward Kalli McCoy, freshman midfielder
Sydney Smith and Wright all tacked on goals of their
own in the game. Isbell finished the game with another
eight saves and a shutout under her belt.
"We've preached all season, it's not who does it, it's
when and how it's done," Acreman said. "We had four
different people score in the finals and three people
score their first goals of the season."
Isbell and Fraser were joined on the OVC All-Tournament team by junior defender Audrey Wilson.
Sophomore midfielder Sophie Hargreaves took home
the tournament MVP honor.
"It was an amazing feeling," Hargreaves said. ''1 couldn't believe it. I never thought rd be an MVP. It's a great
honor, but we all helped each other."
Winning the OVC gave the Racers a free bid to the
NCAA tournament. The Racers take on the ACC champions and No. 14 team from Virginia Tech at 5 p.m. EST
Friday in Dayton. Ohio.

Contact Johnson at elizabctha.johnson@
murraystate.cdu.

Increased escort calls shed light on safety issues
Stephanie Steele
StaffwrHer

WHA l 'S ONliNE.
In a community with no packaged
liquor sales, low crime rates and smalltown charm, one of Murray State's main
selling
points is safety. But is it really
1
safe?
David DeVoss, director of Public Safety, said despite Murray's low rate of violent crimes, an increased number of people have been calling for police escorts on
campus at night.
This year. three assaults on campus
have been reported, DeVoss said. None of
these cases involved critical injuries.
The rarity of assaults on campus, especially those committed by strangers, does
not mean students should walk alone at
night, he said.
If you cannot walk with others, stay in
sight of others, he said. Be aware of your
surroundings, trust your instincts, wear
45 brightly colored clothing, vary your route
and pattern, carry a whistle and face
oncoming traffic, he said.
He also said people should avoid shortcuts and dimly lit places.
Public Safety officers continually
observe the lighting and emergency telephone systems to ensure they work properly, DeVoss said.
They also routinely tour campus at
51 night and report any lighting problems to
facilities management.
Officers tie ribbons around broken
lamps to alert proper authorities to repair
them.
Jessica Ford, junior from Paris. Tenn.,
said she has noticed some lighting issues
on campus, particularly around the residential colleges.
She said the walkway between Hester
54
and New Richmond is particularly trou-
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An Emergency tall box illuminates a bicycle rack behind New Richmond College.
blesome because none of the lamps
intended to light the path work, leaving
the entire area shrouded in darkness.
"When I walk back to my dorm at night,
I try to stay in the light as much as possible," Ford said. "But it's hard if the lamps
don't work."

The lamps she is referring to have all
been marked with ribbons since Nov. 4.
and were not repaired as ofNov.ll.
Ford also said she feels safe on campus,
but she feels the lighting could improve
drastically.
"If there was someone who was plan-

ning to assault someone, they would naturally seek out the darkest corner of campus," Ford said. "If we can eliminate all of
the dark comers, that is one last device a
perpetrator can use."
Murray State has done plenty to make
campus a safe place and will continue to
do so through developing technology,
DeVoss said.
The University offers crime prevention
programs on an 'as requested' basis, but
DeVoss said self-defense workshops have
not been well attended in the past.
Workshops help improve the safety of
individuals, but the University has systems in place promoting campus-wide
safety as well.
Murray State has an outdoor and
indoor voiceover warning system that
people in case.of an emergency, but there
are other methods to consider as well,
DeVoss said.
"Now is a prudent time to consider a
text message option to advise the public
of any emergency that may arise,"
DeVoss said.
The University has not had a cell phone
system in the past because of unreliable
service, but with recent technological
improvements, the University will soon
begin to review a process for purchasing
such a system, DeVoss said.
Additionally, the University police
have enhanced the camera system capabilities for greater coverage of the campus.
"We encourage (students) to contact
Public Safety with recommendations or
concerns to improve our service,"
DeVoss said. "Our crime log is available
to everyone 24/7 on the public safety
Web site, murraystate.edu/publicsafety."

Contact Steele at
stecle@murraysrace.edu.

stephanie.
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Police Beat
Nov.S
l:S'1 p.m. An officer near Richmond and Franklin colleges
reported one of the Murray
State bicycles was damaged
and lf4lg in the grass. Student AffaJrs was notified. An
officer took an information
report.
8:49 p.m. A caller from the
intramural field requested
Emergency Medical Services
for a person with a broken
leg. The person was transported to the emergency
room. An officer took a
report.
10"J2 p.m. Racer Patrol at Roy
Stewart Stadium reported a
damaged Murray State bicycle. Student Affairs was notifiea.

Nov.6
12-.28 a.m. Officers were notified to be on the lookout for a
suiQdal perjon. An officer
took an information report.
10"14 a.m. A caller reponed a

Hart College elevator as stuck
on the fifth floor with no one
inside. The caller was
referred to Facilities Management.
7:20 p.m. A caller from
Winslow Dining Hall requested to speak with an officer
regarding
an
incident
between
a
terminated
employee and a supervisor.
An officer took a report.

Nov.7
10:49 a.m. An officer reported
nails on 16th and Poplar
streets.
Murray
Police
Department was notified.
6:13 p.m. The residence director at Regents College reported a plug sparking under a
desk. The device was
unplugged and there was no
smoke or frre. Central Plant
was advised. Murray Fire
Department and Murnry"State
Environmental Safety and
Health were notified.
11:34 p.m. An officer checked
and secured an open door at I
Carmen Pav.illon. Th~ bulld-

ing coordinator was notified.
An officer took a report.

Nov.8
8:36p.m. Murray Police were
looking for a subject involved
in suspicious activity at North
Winds Trailer Park. The subject's description was given to
Murray State officers and
Residential Colleges. An
information report was taken.
9:04 p.m. An officer reported
a Murray State bicycle parked
at the front steps of the Curris
Center with the handlebars
turned up and the seat missing. An information report
was taken.
11:41 p.m. Officers were notified of an attempt to locate a
suicidal subject in Calloway
County. An information
report was taken.

Nov.9
12:21 a.m. A Murray State
bicycle was reported as damaged and ldi,l IllUde the
bridge ndar ~·fJii: ~M.Stae of
tht I & T Btilwng.
dmetr

*'
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303 N 12th St.
University Square

270-759-2100

took an information report.
4.-.g p.m. A subject at Public
Safety reported .someone
tried to break into their car. A
report for attempted theft
was taken.
7:33 p .m. A caller from
Springer College requested to
speak with an officer regarding harassment. An information report was taken on the
two roommates. One will
move to another room.

Nov.IO
1:28 a.m. A caller from the 900
block of College Courts
requested emergency medical
services for a IS-month-old
child. Emergency medical services was notified. and both
child and parent were transported to the emergency
room.
4:S1 a.m. A caller from White
College reported shouting
and screaming coming from
the parking lot. An officer
located peotfle working on a
v~hlHc and , said everything
~1ed nolmal. ..., ~ ••

12:26 p.m. A student collapsed
in the Business Building room
104. Emergency medical services was notified. The stu·
dent refused to be transported by emergency medical services. A report was taken.

Nov.ll
7:38 a.m. A caller reported a
subject going to the eighth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. The subject
works for the elevator department.
11:36 a.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported a
motor vehicle accidebt 'Yi#Jr
Injuries. Murray poli~e notified emergency medical. ser-

vices. Murray police took an
accident report.
9'.49 p.m. A caDer from The
Chase Apartments reported a
Murray St,te bicycle in front
of the 200 block apartments.
Murray police checked the
area and were unable to
locate the bicycle. An officer
took an information report.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer' escorts - 0
Arrests- 0

News Editor Laura Casb
comp_ilcs Police Beat with
mllli*ls provided. ~MA »
Safety. Not aU dispatcfi~~
..lilt~.
~
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Burrito Shack offers unique feel,~
f:-'~:1:
dllllllaf_Tex Mex dining options ~ ]

• I II

L,

Elaina Deren
Staff writer

Photos by Jord1e Oetken/The News

Kirk Raper. oraduate student from Cookeville, Tenn., enjoys a burrito at
The Burrito Shack.

Complete with multicolored lights, bright island colors and
hau'unock chairs, The Burrito Shack makes itself at home near
the Murray State ~ampus.
The Burrito Shack, a local Tex Mex restaurant, opened Oct. 13
in the former location of The Frap House.
"We thought this would be a good location for the students,
since it is near the main campus," Matt Gingles, the owner, said.
Gingles said business has been good since the restaurant
opened.
"We usually serve about 100 people per day," Gingles said.
"Our busiest time is lunch; we tend to serve around 60-75 people."
Gingles said he heard students compare it to restaurants like
Qdoba and Moe's, which are national Tex Mex food chains.
"It is like a Subway, but with burritos and tacos instead," Erin
Stewart, graduate student from Louisville, Ky., said.
Some of the items on the menu include burritos, taco salads
and tacos. On each of these, customers add meat, vegetables,
rice and beans and several other toppings.
"They offered two kinds of sauces, pineapple and tomatillo,"
Stewart said. "l liked both of them, because neither one of them
were too spicy."
Customers have the option of ordering sides with their meal,

which include <:hips and salsa, guacamole, qutlso, beans and rice.
4
1
There arc also dessert options and kids' menus.
"So far rhe most popular item is the chicken bw:rito," Gingles
said. "Lately, customers have seemed to enjoy the fish taco."
Stewart said she recommends the new restaurant.
"They have a good variety of choice.-;," Stewart said. "It is
I
more expensive than Taco John's and Taco Bell, hut it is worth
•'
it. The food (portions) are great."
For example, a cusromer can order a large burrito, complete --~
-~
with toppings, a drink and chips with salsa for about $9.00.
:~
Gingles said in addition to its Tex Mcx food and reasonable ~
•• ij
prices, the Burrito Shack has something to offer everyone.
"lr is something different," Gingles said. "We have fresh ingre- •' I
dients to make good food for our customers."
.. • I'
Stewart said another bonus to the rest:mrant is its atmosphere.
"
I
"It is a collcge·fricndly restaurant." Stewart said. "The hammock chairs were very cozy and everyone was nice and helpful
•
there."
'
~
Gingles said he has received good feedback abuut the restau)
rant from customers.
I
"I haven't had any complaints so far," Gingles said. "Everyone
~
seems to enjoy what we offer."
The Burrito Shack is located on 214 N. 15th St. across from
Pogue Ubrary. It is open from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Contact Deren at claina.dcrcn@murraystatc.cdu.
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Thou shalt not skateboard on campus
During my time at Mur~
ray State, I have been
stopped numerous times
by law enforcement while
on campus. Once in particular, I was stopped for
something
completely
unexpected.
I wasn't stopped for running a stop sign, illegal
turns or even speeding.
Ad am
I was stopped fQr riding
my bicycle "improperly."
Duckwyler
I couldn't believe it. I am
Sophomore from
a freestyle bike rider from
Paducah, Ky.
Paducah. I have a skate
park back home and am
used to being able to ride all over town.
When I came to Murray State a year and a half
ago, 1 found out l no longer had a skate par k to
frequent every day after classes.
At Murray State, I saw the campus had many
ledges. rails and hills I could use to sharpen and
maintain my skills. I thought this wouldn't be a
problem and I began to freestyle off, onto and in
between every obstacle on campus. I soon
learned the public - well. at least Public Safety did in fact mind.
After my run-in with the pollee, I was upset
because l know the old saying. "If you don't use
it, you lose it." l didn't want my skills and riding
to suffer, but I didn't know what I could do.
I was talking to other skateboarders and bike
riders when I had an idea: Murray needs a skate
park.
I knew it helped a similar skateboarding and
freestyling bike riding situation in Paducah. and
I know it would have the same effect in Murray.

Jn Paducah, the skateboarders and bicycle rid·
ers had no place to ride. Whenever we met in
groups to ride, the police would always make us
leave.
We finally got fed up, went to city hall and
allked for a place we could call our own. After
numerous meetings, votes and presentations, we
got our wish: The city of Paducah built us a
skate park at an estimated $300,000.
After its opening, the number of citations
give-n out to riders in the downtown and business areas of Paducah dropped drastically. We
now had a place we could proudly call home and
· the community was happy as well.
Jamey Spears of the Paducah parks department said its skate park "allows youth in the
wmmunity an opportunity to get out of the
house, exercise and to socialize in person, rather
than via Facebook or e-mail."
She said it also keeps us off of empty lots and
private property, which reduces the number of
calls police receive about us.
I thought this sounded like a solution to the
problem many of us found here on campus. But
I was still interested in what the University
thought about skateboarders and bike riders
practicing on campus.
David DeVoss. director of Public Safety, said
Murray State police receive about 40 complaints
about skateboarders and bike riders each year,
and most involve non-students from the com·
munity or out of town.
To me, this shows not only other students but
the Murray skate community is in need of a
place to call home.
Murray State student and skate boarder Alex
Villanueva summed up our situation well when
he said having a skate park in Murray would

keep us off campus but still give us a place for
fun, recreation and meeting new people.
Where there is one skater there are many
more. We au just want a place to call our own.

By the numbers
Paducah and Benton, Ky., have
combatted their problems with
skateboarders and freestyle bicycle
riders by building them a skate park.
In (year), local citizens began
circulating information about getting
a skate park built ,in Murray, but the
efforts soon died off.
The News asks, is there e nough
need or interest to do the same in
Murray?
No
<71%)•

Yes
(29%)•
• AlJI'I!$U/U 116 of DOOR Tbundf1:
Uolll tbeMWS.0'1f.

letters • letters • letters • letters
Bible responses still
are not validated
(In response to the letter "Bible
response letter is itself unreason·
able" in The News' Oct. 30 issue)
Mr. W hitaker's commentary on
my piece ("Bible article misguid·
ed") in response to the "Bible
good for soul" states the factual
concerns I raised arc not new or
cause for alarm. True, they aren't
new, but they arc still there and
are
cause for skepticism for many.
1
That was my potnl.
Both the inconsistencies and
inaccuracies (depending on who
counts them and how they are
counted, they don't always add to
99.5 percent accuracy) of Biblical
texts are relevant, as well as the
other difficulties I pointed out
regarding authorship, lack of eye·
witness accounts and arbitrary
inclusion in the Canon.
The contradictions in the New
Testament still damage credibility
despite numerous apologetic
attempts to reconcile them. They
are certainly relevant to a consideration of whether the Bible is
good for the soul or not. And there
are no original texts, only copies
of copies.
The "Bible good for soul" article
didn't cite references, nor did my
response, as is common in letters
to the editor, and Mr. Whitaker

I

chose not to as well. There are a
significant amount of people of
other religions and non-believers
on this campus, in the U.S. and the
world who feel there may be other
roads to god, true peace and spirituality, which was my point.
Quoting the text in question
lends no credibility to it or the
argument.
' William A. Zingronc,
assistant professor ofpsychology

Bible article argument
has unbalanced sides
response to the letters about
The News' Oct. 16 commentary
"Bible good for soul")
This is a response to the discus·
sion between the articles "Bible
good for soul," "Biblc"articlc misguided" and "Bible response letter
is itself unreasonable."
I must ask Professor Zingrone to
forgive me when I say he did not
hit the issues hard enough. I also
must say Whitaker bas taken
unnecessary focus on the issues of
Professor Zingrone's response.
The contradictions Professor
Zingrone is referring to are those
of a response to divine authorship.
I will point out the earliest com·
plete collection of Biblical canon
is that of the Dead Sea scrolls.
There are more than 14,000 differences between the Dead Sea
(In

scrolls and today's current campi·
lation of the Bible. This automatically brings up the subject of contradictions between the separate
transcribed editions of the texts.
Whitaker also fails to refute Professor Zlngrone's claims of
pscudepigrapha of the Gospels. It
has been generally agreed upon
that the earliest copies of the synoptic Gospels have been dated
between 60 and 115 C. E.. more than
25 years after the Biblical timeline
of Jesus' crucifixion.
There is much evidence to support the Biblical Jesus did not
exist. including, but not limited to,
the nonexistence of Nazareth as a
city in fust century CE (a refutation of Oller's claim that "Luke ...
is arguably the most reliable histo·
rian of his time, accurately naming
95 places") and the absence of a
mention of Jesus in the Dead Sea
scrolls. This alone should raise the
skeptical eye when rereading
tOday's Bible.
In the words of PZ Myers (an
American biologist and professor
at the University of Minnesota),
"the Bible is an evolving mess of
over-interpreted poetry and tribal
stories and crackpot history."
Given the ironic title of "'unrea·
sonable," I must admit i find
Whitaker's point of view the same.
Charles Wentling,
junior from Louisville, Ky.
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by Trevin Holder

Everything I know,
I learned from muppets?
Break out your
black clothes and
prepare your best
"over the hill'" jokes:
Sesame Street is 40.
The landmark television show hit the
milestone year this
week, which probably explains why
Jodi Keen Google has been
Opinion Editor oozing
"Sesame
Street" love all over
its homepage the last few days.
It's no wonder that show is still
around. Jim Henson's Muppets (of both
"The Muppct Show" and "Sesame Street"
fame - sorry "Fraggle Rock" lovers, 1 was
never really a fan) were colorful and silly
enough to be loved by kids. while their
under-the-radar comedy kept those kids'
parents tuning in for their own entertainment. Even at a time when young lives
are dominated by electronics and little
patience, "Sesame Street" stiU manages
to appeal to the masses a nd attract
enough ratings to keep it from the cancellation underworld.
It's true, I was a Muppets kid. I
watched the movies, the Christmas family specials - anything and everything to
do with those things. When my young
mind finally mnde the connection
between the characters on both "Sesame
Street" and "11\e Muppet Show," they
became even more endearing.
Now that I've seemingly grown too old
for both shows (I haven't), I'm able to
extract new meaning from the valuable
lessons they taught me. For example. ·t he
wacky musician Marvin Suggs showed
me flamboyantly dramatic men in flashy
clothes never cease to inject a little bit of
entertainment into the dullest place.
Beaureagard was the origin of Paris
Hilton's "airhead" sensibility. He should
get royalties or something. And I'd be as
grumpy as Oscar the Grouch if I had to
live in a trash can, too.
Has 'anyone else noticed Big Bird has
been 6 years old for 40 years? lt just
proves age ain't nothin' but a number.
Miss Piggy taught me how to manipu·
late men through the art of persuasion well, violent persuasion, but she got the
job done! When in doubt, serenade your
beloved frog with a snappy "Hi-yah!"
Edward Cullen from ..Twilight" can
take a hike - the Count was the original
vampire bunk.
For moms trying to show their kids the
importance of healthy eating, look no further than Cookie Monster. Pretty soon,
that guy's going to go from the sugar
shakes to straight-up diabetes.
Pat Sajak gets his cheesiness from Dr.
Bunsen Honeydew, and Vanna's got
nothing on 't he doc's assistant, Beaker.
Gonzo is like that guy in your literature
class who flushes an M80 down the toilet
and blows up half the waH, then goes
back to class like nothing happened. Wait
... was that just my high school lit class?
Nevermind.
And after 40 years, people are still asking how to get to Sesame Street? In this
technologically savvy generation, that's
plain unacceptable. Someone get those
kids a GPS, or at least tell them to old·
school it with a compass - anything. Just
stop asking and figure it out already!
To be truthful, I really did learn some
valuable lessons from Muppet shcnani·
gans. Fleet Scribbler from the Daily Scandal exposed the undercurrents of sensa·
tional journalism and how personal bias
can make twisting someone's words a
very easy thing to do.
1 sincerely hope whoever played Floyd's guitar parts released music of his
own. Take one listen to his rendition of
George Harrison's "While My Guitar
Gently Weeps," and any silliness surrounding the Muppets melts away into
heartfelt awe.
Some people say you learn everything
you need to know in kindergarten. Well,
the people in kindergarten learn their
stuff from the Muppcts. How to shoot a
cow from a cannon? Check. How to play
badminton with a chicken instead of a
birdie? Check. How to grow a tomato
plant while playing the W illiam Tell
Overture on the violin? You bet. The
Muppets made my childhood worthwhile, and the lesson they taught me will
make my adult life a breeze.
Qpote of tbe

Check it! The Newt online opinion selection:
·1henews.orQ: Comment on an article from today's newspaper, take the online poll and preview next week's issue of The News.
• Web uctuslvesl Check out the latest "Press Box" to find out what shenanigans Ricky and Greg areup to this week • and who ·Stops by asspecial guests!

• 1hl Nlwt Facebook opinion forum: Forget swine flu • It'sa ladybug pandemic! Everyone hasstories. so tell usabout your run-Ins With the fluttery critters.
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"I'm sorry (you're disappointed),
Uncle Phil. It's kind of like how 1 felt
when I found out that Kermit the Frog
was nothing but a piece o f green felt
with some dude's hand up his butt."
• Will, "The Fresh Prince of Bel Air
Songoftbe week: "Buddy Holly"
- Wcczcr
Contact
Keen
murraystatc.edu.

at

jodi.kecn@

Ba

Alhlee Coblt
Staff writer
Murray State will ,.._.. ..,.,._ of We
abroad by hnstlnc IatematioDII lclueatioa
Week Saturday tbrouab Prtd&J.
•Murray State il JD. tM:bUa•lf~
Blobal ddzeDi," M~ McCalloD. uaodate
director for~ IDitittite:of~ Stutlles. said. "We \bat .tbelll10 ttab*
eveats aodbow tbey apply to • ....._,_,_.
We wmt ltUcleall to leaalllbout Odllr itteM
aad bow we can leanl frta CIWI&"
•
McCallon said abe bopa.lfte,r lta.dellllleam
about Qtber couatrles tbrouP these eveots.
they will want .to stu4y abraed.
"We want atucleDD to leND from a Pabal
petspecdve: McCallaD ..W. "We woa14 lowe

8boal_....

_,as.,...
caot .... .-WebafttoftMia_.... ...
f« ...-.. • ....., ......, ...

deatl wllod aot er .......-,~~

TbeftnJfttatiODdleD\V. . . . .Ww
• 5k rDQ/'waJk with tM IDidtQte fOr . . .. .
tional Studies at 8 a.m. Saturday, foUowecl by
the Murray State OlyJapicl, spOIIIONd by tbe
lntematioaal~ atlp.m. lad. Cut-

pl'el---

risCenter.

n.

week ladudea ec:bolariJ
aud study abrold p~ ....... IUdl ..
-nappillell: PerapeetiM lrom Austria" by J.
Ian NorriJ. "lxteDdlna Cbiaa'a Great '1/all to
Murray State c~a.sarooms• by a paael of Mar- •
ray State r.culty. "IDtematioaal S1aDa" bJ 8ill
Mullipa and '"Whkbet Bealtbcam llow do
we DIYipte? AD IDterDadoaal Com,adloo" by
Murray State faculty.
Stepbaale Carpeat~ proleuor of blttory,
will present with other faculty OD tU facultY's
Discover Cblna 2009 propam and willlmple-

Colleges
compete
in annual
debate
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International Education Week 2009, November 16-20

IVE

Saturday, November 14, 2009
8:00

Wednesday, November 18, 2009
All Day CC Rocking Chair Lounge Ten Thousand Villages Sale

MSU Gates: Corner of 15th & Olive

SK Run/Walk 10k Run
Join the Institute for International St udies for a 5k run/walk or a 10k run. Regis·
tration is $10 for students and $15 for non-students. T-shirts guaranteed to pre-registered participants. To register go to www.murravstate.edu/studyabroad.
9:00

Kids 1 Mile Fun Run
Free to kids of all ages I
2:00

Curris Center
Ambassadors

Murray State Olympics - Sponsored by the International

Monday, November 16, 2009
All Day CC Rocking Chair Lounge Ten Thousand VIllages Sale
Purchase exquisite home decor, personal accessories, and gift items handcraft
ed by world artisans. Ten Thousand Villages provides vital, fair income to arti
sans and their families to improve their homes, educate t heir children, and put
food on the table, improving the economic vitality of their communities.
CC Barkley Room
11:30-12:15
The Smiling Coast of Africa -Debbie Owens, Doris Sarr, Judy Brookhiser,
PaLamin Sarr
12:30-1:00
CC Ohio Room
Colors Beyond Red, White and Blue: What Study Abroad Can Do for You Shouna Dillon, Lauren Carson

9:30-2:00
CC Ballroom
International Bazaar
MSU international students showcase their native language, arts, food, religion
and more.
Countries represented include: Belize, China, Cyprus, Finland, Germany, Hun
gary, India, Indonesia, Japan, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Spain, Tai
wan, Tajikistan, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, Turkey
10:30-11:00
CCOhio Room
Pursuing Partnerships across the Globe -Whitney Peake

1:30-2:00
CC M ississippi Room
International Contributions to Financial Reporting Standards Clyde T. Stambaugh

2:00·2:45
CC Ohio Room
World Labor Issues -Martin Milkman, Sebastian Panger/, Dorcas Sonya, John
Findley

3:30-4:15
CC Mississippi Room
How to Become a Murray State International Ambassador - MSU International
Ambassadors

4:30-5:30
2:00-2:30
CC Mississippi Room
Happiness: Perspectives from Austria -J. /an Norris

CC Barkley Room
GoingGiobal, Career Opportunities In the U.S. and Abroad
Ross Meloan

2:30-3:30
CC Barkley Room
Bregenz, Austria: For Generations to Enjoy - Joe Baust, Pam Matlock, Brion
Brush, Lindsey Rogers

6:00

Tuesday, November 17, 2009
All Day CC Rocking Chair lounge Ten Thousand VIllages Sale

7:00-9:00

10:30-11:00

Thursday, November 19, 2009
All Day CC Rocking Chair Lounge Ten Thousand VIllages Sale

CC Mississippi Room
African media: Its role In HIVI AIDS awareness - Robin Phelps

10:30-11:00
CC Cumberland Room
Cindy Clemson, Vicki Anderson

We Discovered Korea - Lynn Patterson,

11:00-12:00
CCOhio Room
1Extendlng China' s Great Wall to Murray State Classrooms
Stephanie Carpenter, Tina Coffelt, Kelly Rogers
1'2:00·1~15 ~C Cumberland Room

Topics In Europe
Propaganda ana FUmmaktnc In WWII: lenl Rlefensthal -Celia Wall, Journalism
& Mass Communication
Discovering the Sustainable Home In Europe - Greg Mayes, Indust rial Engineer
lng Technology
The Future of Things Past : a Comparative look at Surviving Traditions of
" Dragon-sl aying" In Europe • Therese Saint Paul, Modern Languages
European Melting Pot? Turkish Immigrants in Germany Oliver Muscfo, Chemistry

12:30-1:15
CC Mississippi Room
Become a Fulbrlghter: Faculty Fulbright
Award Information Session - Stephanie Rea, Lat ricia Trites

12:45-1:15
cc Ohio Room Amnesty International - Nichole Hunley, Torey
Moore, Samantha Simms, Katelyn Campbell

CC Barkley Room
12:45-1:30
Uniting the Colonized: Internati onal Solidarity as a Strategy for Achieving Envl
ronmental Justice - Miranda Brown

2:30-3:15
CC Barkley Room Internati onal Slang - Bill Mulligan
- Sponsored by Phi Beta Delta International Honors Society
5:00·6:30
CC Barkley Room Whither healthcare? How do we navigate?
An International Comparison - Jeanie Embry, Harriette Seller, Suguru
Nakamura, Relka Ebert, David Canning
6:00-7:00
Performing Arts Hall, Fine Arts
Music Showcase: International Performing Arts Institute

CC Theatre
On Taiwanese Time: A Screening of
Tsal Mlngllang's What Time Is It There? -Timothy Johns

10:30-11:00
CC Ohio Room
How International Students respond to Culture Diversity - Nanteerapon Eng
phaiboon and Yuejfn Xu

11:00- 1:00
cc Rocking Chair Lounge
MSU Signature P.rograms Study Abroad Fair
Learn about opportunities to participate In direct exchange programs across the globe as
well as short·term study abroad opportunities with your favorite faculty and staff
members at MSU.
CC Mississippi Room
Trolling for a Norwegian Original: From
11:00-12:00
Mountain King to Domestic Drollery - Johan Koren

12:30-1:15
CC Barkley Room
You Better Belize Itt - Bonnie Higginson, Matthew
Holdman, Jenaya Perdue

2:00-2:45

CC M ississippi Room

Integrating Study Abroad in Your Classes: The Spring Break 2009
Trip to Germany - David Pizzo
3:00-4:30
cc Barkley Room
International Negotiation Stratecy
Guest Speaker: Dr. Bharathl Rao, Senior Consultant, lnfosys
7:30

CC Theatre

Global Alumni Distinguished Lecture Series
Terry Clark, '81 Engineering Physics, Attorney, Harness, Dicky and
Pierce
Shane Knotts, '86 Accounting, Royalties Manager, Sony Music Publishing
Russ Oates, '01 Geography and Journalism, Deputy Dir. Of External Relations
Center for Strategic & International Studies

1:30-2:30
CC Ohio Room
Looking for Remedies in all the Right Places -Ann Beck

2:00-5 :00
CC Mississippi Room
From Re-fabricated Stories of Creation to the Dukes of Burgundy: Research
Projects of Seniors Studying Modern languages - Moderator: Relka Ebert
This session is divided into 10 minute research presentations.
Popol Vuh: A fraud or a masterpiece of Its time? - Lauren Bell
Studying Abroad and learning a Second language In Germany and America Katie Davidson
Testimonio: latin American Writing Style as Seen In Hosto No Verte Jesus Mlo
·Jennie Dickerson
Communist Restrictions as Illustrated In the Cuban film, Fresa y Chocolate Shavonna Edw ards
Reporting on Peru: a Comparative look at Peruvian Newspapers, Urban vs.
Rural - Heather Ferguson
·un Ancillsls de Ia Poesfa Mfstica de San Juan de Ia Cruz y Santa Teresa de
Avila: l.EI amor Carnal o El Amor Divino? ·Ashley Hargrave
African Influence on Cumbla - Dominique Hillman
'Sacrifice' In Gabriela Mistral's Poetry ·Amanda Plumlee
The Story Behind the Hofbr§uhaus In Munich - Jordon Sangmeister
The Dukes of Burgundy: The Death of Charles the Bold and the Formation of
Modern Day France -Scott Schaefer

CC Barkley Room
Keynote Address: Strategies for Surviving the World Food Crisis
Guest Speaker: Dr. Istvan Feher, Szent Istvan University, Hungary

Friday, November 20, 2009
CC Mississippi Room
11:00-11:30
International Ranklngs on Information Technology and Communication
- Masoru Okuda
2:00-2:30
CC Mississippi Room
Human Rights Across the Globe -Jessica
Grannan, Kassandro Skellington-Johnson

6:00

CC Theatre

Keynote Address: Honeymoon with
My Brother
Guest Speaker: Fraru Wisner, Author
Franz Wisner has no Idea what to label his profession.
Writer? International travel addict? Professional
dumpee? He is the N~w Yorlc Times bestselling
author of Honeymoon with .My Brother, a memoir of
the two-year, 53-coUntrV honeymoon he took with hb
younger brother Kun after being left at the altar by
his fianc~. and the recently released How the World
Makes Love, a look at datfns, marriage, sex, and
romance around the planet.
Franz and his honeymooning brother have appeared
on Oprah, The Today Show, CNN, and FoK News, among others. He has also penned essays for NPR. R~dbook,
the Son Francisco Chronicle, the Toronto Globe and Mail. and Coast Mogollne.

For further details or to check on any additions or changes to the schedule,
go to www.murraystate.edu/iew or email st udyabroad@myrraystate.edu.
Pick up a GlobaiiQ Quiz In any lEW session.
Return It completed to the Rocking Chair lounge Monday-Thursday for a chance to win an
IPodll
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Brockman, Fraser light up the (J ()
scoreboard in their respective sports
GregWaddeU
Staff writer
In a week full of big wins and clo9e losses, two unlikely players turned out to be their teams' biggest stars. Casey Brockman and Ashley Fraser, both freshman, led their teams to victory in the same sport... kind of.
While Brockman was airing the ball out on the gridiron, Fraser was keeping it just a little
closer to the ground, and well, actually using her feet. Brockman is the new quarter·
back on a 3·6 Racer football team stumbling through another losing season, while
Fraser is a mid fielder on the soccer team that just won the OVC Championship.
In an ironic twist, Brockman, playing in relief ofNiko Yantko, was the team's
star player during last Saturday's Senior Day win, completing 18 of 33 passes for 216 yards and a touchdown. In his first start the 6·2 freshman walkon from Calloway County High School showed the poise Yantko had
yet to display this season. Delivering many of his passes to fourth
and fifth options, Brockman wowed coaches who said they felt
comfortable with him at the helm.
Head Coach Matt Griffin said his young star is
special.
"The only thing I'll say is that the kid
has a great demeanor to play this
position," Griffin said. "He's an
even-keeled young man. I truly
felt like he gave us the best opportunity to win. He keeps his eyes
Nate Brelsford!The News
downfield (and) he steps up and he doesn't leave the
protection. The first touchdown, that's the fifth guy in the
progression."
Brockman said he didn't feel nervous about starting until just before he tOok the field.
"It was really special," Brockman said. "Words really can't describe it. The crowd support was really great. Whenever the trumpets started sounding, that's when the butterflies started rolling. It gave me chills. The media timeout
kind of helped after we stopped them twice on defense. (It) came and we had to sit the huddle for a minute or two
and so they got me calmed down a little bit, got the nerves shook off and we Just went out there and played pretty well."
Brockman alSo Joked about people coJ;arlt;'ltnfo another walk-on.
"Somebody told me I'm the next Rudy," Brockman said. "It's just everybody has backed me and been behind
me 100 percent. You step in the huddle -and you look on the sideline and you sec defensive players com·
ing up and (saying) 'good job' and 'keep it rolling.' That kind of stuff, even being a walk-on and not even
a scholarship guy, it just makes you feel so good and you just want to go out there and play and not let
the seniors down."
In the other version of football, Ashley Fraser made her impact just as widely felt. The fresh·
man from Dallas, Texas showed up big in the quarterfinal and semifinal matches of the OVC tournament, scoring the game winning goals in back-to-back matches, the first two of her college career.
Fraser said she was nervous but excited to give back to her team.
"That was really crazy because pretty much the whole season I was out with mono," Fraser said.
''I felt like my teammates were carrying me the whole season and 1 think it was a really unique
opportunity to get both those goals because finally I felt like l was giving them something back
after they had done everything for me all season.''
She said the team has grown a lot this season.
"It's wild," Fraser said. "I'm just really proud to have this opportunity and I feel like it's a really unique way to represent the school. I think this group is the perfect group to do it. I just feel
really proud and lucky to be a part of this team."
Head Coach Beth Acreman said she was proud of Fraser's key performance.
"Ashley is an experienced player," Acreman said. "Although she's young for our team,
she has done extremely well for her club seasons and obviously she has been in region pool
and national pool so she is an experienced player. It's just unfortunate this year she has
been so sick that we haven't been able to use her as much as we've wanted to. and its just
been lucky she's found her health during the tournament. We call her our cheeky little
player now."
Regardless of which version you classify as the real football, it can't be argued that
the
future of both is in good hands.
Nate BrelsfordiThe News
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@murraystate.edu.

Racers host Tritons
in season home Opener
Greg Waddell
Staff writer

Derek Miller/The Nl'ws

Junior Quards B.J. Jenkins (left) and lsacc Miles jump out to a fast break BQalnst Bethel College on Nov. 5 In the
ReQlonal Special Events Center.

.Fresh off of a close loss at the hands of California on Nov 9. the men's basketball team will
try to shake off the jet lag Saturday as they take
on the Tritons of Missouri-St. louis in the
home opener at the Regional Special Events
Center.
The Tritons are part of the Great lakes Con·
ference and come to Murray fresh off of a season barely above .500 04 wins, 13 losses). Their
campaign ended in a fourth-place finish in their
division.
Head Coach Billy Kennedy said the loss
against the Golden Bears was disappointing
and play must improve.
"There are no moral victories," Kennedy
said. "We're really not happy. We felt like we
had chance to go there and win. I was very
pleased that when we got behind we didn't
break. [though defensively lsacc Miles and B.}.
Jenkins did a really good job on Patrick
Christopher and Randle especially in the first
half. I think B.J. Jenkins probably had the best
all around game."
He said the game against Missouri-St. Louis
will give his players a chance to get back out on
the court and work through the shortcomings

the team saw Monday night.
"(They are a) better team that .Bethel,"
Kennedy said. "You gotta look at that as an
opportunity to get back and get on the winning
track and hopefully improve."
Kennedy said the team's depth will be a
strength this season but it led to the staff not
getting a good look at all the players.
"The only guy that we were disappointed we
didn't get a chance to play was Jewuan Long,"
Kennedy said. "It just didn't present itself.
We're so deep on the perimeter. There'll be
games where some guysf get a different guy
every game. We got behind offensively and we
felt like some guys were just ahead of him."
When asked about what they can improve
on, Kennedy said his team has to get the ball to
their post players.
"We want to get the ball inside a little bit
more," Kennedy said. "We thought we took
perimeter shots and didn't get enough post
touches on those drives. It just puts more pres·
sure on the defense. That defense was very
good but we gave up too many second chances.
We gave up 13 offensive rebounds at critical
times that led to open threes and they made
them."
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
murraystate.edu
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Air - o • gant Jordan
I bate to make popculture references predating my existence,
but the 1975 hit song
"Love Rollercoaster"
from The Ohio Players
sums up my outlook 6n
the past year in sports.
I wasn't exactly
blessed with numerous
bl~ssful sports moments
th1s season from a fan

Photo courtesy of hlogspot.wm

Staff writer
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to be a sport's fan.
While I spent the majority of my time in
joyful reflection over Michigan State's run
to the championship and the Phillies not
. .
. second consecutive
.
W orld
wmnmg
th e1r
Series, I only experienced one soul-crushing blow this year - the announcement that
Bobby Cox would retire following the 2010
season.
Aside from my two basic emotions of
happy and sad, let's discuss another form
of sentiment I've had this year - anger actually, let's throw that out and substitute
anger with rage.
When I heard about freshman Marcus
Jordan's refusal to wear Adidas brand
kicks while playing at Central Florida
which is an ADIDAS SPONSORED
SCHOOL where he WILLINGLy SIGNED
A LETI'ER TO PLAY, I was furious.
Of course, Marcus - youngest son of
NBA Hall-of-Farner Michael Jordan wants to wear the brand of shoe his dad
made famous, so why the hell did he not go
to a Jordan sponsored school, or at least a
Nike Elite school?
Marcus signed a letter of intent and
enrolled to play basketball at a school he
knew was in its last year of a five-year contract with Adidas. meaning all players and
coaches at the university were required BY
CONTRACT to wear Adidas
Mter young Marcus donned his new pair
of white Nike Air Jordan's during the University of Central Florida's recent exhibition game against St. Leo, Adidas
announced it was ending ib sponsorship of
Central Florida sports.
Now I'm sure Daddy Jordan will reach
into his wallet :\nd pay for the new sponsorship of the school, but this infuriates
me. Baby Jordan's belief that his entitlement makes him bigger than the game, or
m~ybe just bigg~r than a contractual obligataon to a sportang goods manufacturer, is
sickening.
Just because Daddy got to do whatever
he wanted is no excuse for Marcus to act
like this. His father was the greatest basketball player to ever live, and Marcus is a
6-Z guard who plays at a slack Division-!
school in Conference USA. Not that I have
a personal vendetta against Marcus. but I
also saw him brick a dunk during a high
school game a season ago.
The son of the greatest living basketball
player - maybe athlete - ever, bricks a
dunk, goes to a school in an awful conference and then refuses to do what everyone
else is expected to do because of contractual obligations. How ridiculous is that?
You would think Marcus would want to
fall into order and do what was expected of
him while playing in his freshman season.
Even LeBron James took on the burden of
carrying towels to and from the locker
room d uring his rookie campaign with the
Cleveland Cavaliers. But instead, Marcus
Jordan is too afraid to live in his father's
shadow to settle in and let his own
mediocre basketball career unfold.
Meanwile, the University of Central
Flor ida has the burden of keeping the rest
of their student-athletes who follow the
rules happy, and keep them from pulling
Jordan·like shenanigans.
T hose better be some really comfortable
basketball shoes Marcus!
Power Play:
Murray State goalkeeper Tara Isbell
goes onto the Power Play this week after
being named NSCAA National Plnyer of
the Week.
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Purcell reflects on pro career
~reg ~addell

, Staffwnter
.. • .
5 15 part three of a four-part
I serzcs about cu~rent M~rray Stare
coaches and th.clt at~/ct1c caret•rs.
Mel Purcell as a different character. Whe.n desc~ibing the 50-yearI old me~ s tcnnas bead coach, all
c~nvcntaon must be thrown out the
wmdow.
Purcell, you see, marches to t~c
beat o~ a da~fercnt drum, and that IS
I tine With ham. As a player on the
ATP tour in. th~ '80s. Purcell not
only found h1s mche early but hung
with the big boy'S for the better part
I of a I?·year. career.
Thmgs did. nut s~rt off so easy,
though, ~sa bag chOice loomed soon
, after has heral~cd prep career
ended • follow has dad to Murray
State or look elsewhere. Purcell
. chose t?e latter and commit~cd to
M~mphts Stat~ (Now_Memphas).
I •knew I could stay here and
possibly play N~.. • on a team and
get good compctatton ~ause my d~d
had a good team then, Purcell saad.
"~e Ke?l:UCe Tennis center _wasn't
· budt until 7~ ~nd :~ that..was really
one~f !he ma1or facto.rs . .
I H1s tame at Memphis dad not last
I tong though, as t~e T:ennessee Volunteers came cnlhng after only one
1 se~on.
..
•
Memphis was a good. ~e. (1)
had some good competition. but
when I had a chance to ~o t,? the
SEC~ ~too~) that opporturuty, Pur~ cell satd. That ~e:r, 1980, we. won
the SEC team title at Tennessee,
and then my partner Rodney Harmon won the NCAA Do~bles_. Also
t~at xear, I won the NCAA mdoor
tttle. .
As has career at T~nnessee ~r.ew
to a close, Purcell satd the decasaon
to go pro loomed.
.. "I turned pro at 21," I>urcel~ said.
That summer aft~r I played an the
NCAA, I played an ~orne tournaments. I really wasn t sure what I
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Zealand (in the quarterfmals}. I lost
was going to d o, whether I was
going to turn pro that summer or
to him in four sets, then he won in
five sets in the next one, then lost to
later on. and I just did well. I played
(John) McEnroe in the finals. That
and got to the finals of a major tournament and my ranking went up
was probably as close as I came to
from like 180 in the world to about
being a household name."
25 in the world. So kind of
He noted some fans from Engovernight my ranking was pretty
land were not too thrilled at his
attire.
high. That made the decision pretty easy."
"It was fun," Purcell said. "They
His impact was immediately felt,
enjoyed watching me play. They
as Purcell captured ATP Rookie of
gave me a hard time though, (and)
the Year his first year on the tour.
the ladies wrote me a couple of
He noted the mental aspect was the
notes cause 1 wore a headband. I
toughest area to adjust.
always tore off a towel and just put
"The funny thing was when I
it around my head and that was
started playing I won about 11 or 14
kind of my trademark. A lot of peofirst
rounds,"
ple didn't like
that. The English
Purcell said. "In
every
tourna- "I really had a chance to get to people thought I
ment I played I
shouldn't
do
the (Wimbledon) finals and
won a first round
thnt."
and, just kind of should have beat Chris lewis.
When talking
made me believe,
That was probably as close about what made
'Hey, I belong
him want to play
as I came to being a
here.' T hat was
tennis, Purcell
the confidence
credits
being
household name."
builder
right
around his father
-Mel Purcell
there. It meant a
as an influence
Men's
tennis Head Coach
lot knowing that I
on both his life
belonged
out
and career.
there. T hat's the key sometimes.''
"Growing up under my father
helped me out, as he was tennis
He also credits consistency for
his power on the ATP tour.
coach here at Murray State," Pur·
"I .stayed in the top 25 or.30 in the
cell said. "I had taken a road trip up
world for about fou~ or five years,"
to the US Open when I was U~
Purcell said. "I enjoyed playing. I
old, so 1 just had that desire to want
to be a professional player. and my
was kind of an entertainer 1 guess
you could say. If people enjoyed
dad gave me the opportunity to
watching me play after the match it
play all the time. Once you got on
was almost just as important as
the tour, you had to travel 3S to 38
whether I won or lost.''
weeks a year. We played a lot of
tournaments back then. and it was a
His next big test came shortly
after as Purcell found himself on
privilege to play and travel everywhere. I always played hard. but
possibly the biggest stage in tennisWimbledon.
sometimes I got booed. There were
"It was probably my fourth year
a couple times in Italy where l was
trying really hard, and they weren't
on the tour," Purcl!ll said. "l had
gotten to the finals of Monte Carlo
really clapping or doing anything,
that summer, so I had had a heck of
and you might just throw a little
a year. I really had a chance to get
hand gesture out to them. you
to the finals and should have beat
know. or yell at them, but that was
this guy, Chris Lewis from New
the way 1 felt. I said I'm either

gonna get this crowd for me or
against me. Realizing it was a privilege to be there and not a right is
one thing 1 think I understood and
why I enjoyed having the good 10ycar career that I had."
Now that his career is over J>urcell said he enjoyed his time on the
Jimmy Connors Champion Tour, a
tour for older players, especially
some tussles with McEnroe.
"I had kind of a second resurrection of my career when it was called
the 35-and-over tour," Purcell said.
"I beat Bjorn Borg, (and) I got to
beat McEnroe in that again. It was
fun, (but) it wasn't very much fun
for him. He gets paid $150,000 per
tournament, and we're out there
getting paid per match. We're kind
of the characters and they're the big
players. McEnroe just kind expects
you to lay down and give it to him,
but I won't do that."
He said some prioritie~ have
changed since then, while some
haven't.
"Overall I still enjoy playing
every day.." Purcell said. "But they
don't have a tour for 50-yenr· olds
and no one aarcs probably. If I was
a golfer like Russ Cochran, Russ has
probably made a couple $300,000
this year already. "Dtat's the one
tb.ins l'd wish I'd have gone into,
but I ~ldn't change it< for the
world."
J>urcell laughed when talking
about his current p layers trying to
beat him in practice.
"(Could they beat me?) Yeah,
sometimes, if it's indoors but more
than likely though, no," Purcell said.
"If there was gonna be an exhibition
match and it was just me against
one guy, naw I don't think so. I'd
still take me right now. As each year
goes by J can't make these big statements though. It's fun for me. (It)
keeps me in shape and makes them
work harder too."
Contact Waddell at gregory.
waddell@murraystate.edu

Men's Basketball

Football

Rifle

• Season record: H

• Murray State def. Austin Peay 27-17
Nov. 7
Senior Wide Receiver Derrick Townsel
recorded his 147th career reception for
the all-time record at Murray State.
Senior Charlie Jordan became the10th
Racer tailback to tally 2,000 rushing
yards.

• Teas Christian def. Murray State
4,660 to 4,604 Nov~ 7
freshman EmHy Oufner leo the team in
small bore competition with a soore of
581 while Senio.t Kasey Meyer recorded a

• tallfomla def. Murray state 75-10
Nov. 9
Sophomore forward rvan Aska led tlle

way for the Racers, notching 17 points
I while
Junior B.J. Jenkins shined in his
score of 586 in air rifle.
and gold. recordlllQ
I first game in blue
16 points.
I~=========================-===============::;-;========_:::==============:=:;::;:::!

Penalty Bo:r.:

MARCUS JORDAN.
Tweet of the W eek:
By the Murray State News own Greg
Waddell while covering Casey Brockman's
debut as Racer quarterback.
MSUNewsSports: Ladies and Gentlemen, we may have found the quarterback
of the future.
Contact Martin at richard.martin@
murraystate.edu.

Men's tennis Head Coach Mel Purtell plays in an exhibition match last April in Nashville. Purcell had asuccessful ATP career, rlslno as hioh as no. 171n the rankinos.

I
I

Soccer

Votleyball

• Won the OVC Tournament
• Murray State def. UT·Martin 1-o Nov. 6
• Murray State def. Tennessee Tech 4-0 Nov. 8
Junior Tara Isbell recorded 17 saves and three shutouts in
the OVC tournament to earn NSCAA National Player of the
Week as the Racers rolled to their first ever tournament
championship.

• Murray State def. SIU-EdwardSVille 3-a Nov. 1
• Murray state clef. SEMO 3·1 Nov. 10

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 1
270-7 53-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
FIRST FULL MONTH FREE!
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a .m. - noon
1 p .m. - 5 p.m .

Sophomore llbero Kayleah Sauer tallied her l.OOOth career
dig to become the 12th member of the MSU 1,000 Dig Club
while sophomore Jade Guo added her fourth double-dOUble
of the season, with a stasort·best 53 assists and 15 digs.
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The Most Dangerous Game

I remember reading•
an article in Outdoor ,.'J
Life magazine about·.. b
the most deadly ani- •;•I
Kyle Rogers
Ricky Martin
Greg Waddell
Elizabeth Johnson
Guest: Addison Price
Each week, The News Elizabeth Johnson,
mal. I expected it to ! '
Sports writer
Sports Writer
Sports writer
Junior from louisville, Ky.
Sports E~tor
be grizzly bears or ,,
Ricky Martin. Greg Waddell and Kyle Rogers,
l ast week: 3-3
Last week: 4-2
last week: 3-3
last week: 1-5
last week: 3-3
some exotic African •!I;
plus
a
special
guest,
will
face
off
in
a
heated
.
safari animal like a .o~,
Season Record: 53·25
Season record: 45·33 Season Record: 53-25 Season Record: 51-27 Season Record: 51-Z7
round of pick 'em.
------------ rhinoceros, however,
Steve
I was quite surprised .1-i
,111
~~~~
~~~~
41l1
11l1
Miller
when it was revealed : H
No. 25 West Virginia at No. 5 Cincinnati
Outdoorcolumnist to be the whitetail ."!
deer.
.:•c
With the masses planning on hitting the •v
woods and fields tomorrow for the first n'
weekend of rifle season, it is important to'
No. 10 Iowa at No. 11 Ohio State
remember the dangers associated with •1j
hunting.
'1 1
The injuries and deaths resulting from iw
dc;er hunting are not directly from deer · ~
themselves, but the large population of~• !i
Kentucky at Vanderbilt
hunters seeking deer.
..1
Tree stand accidents and vehicle colli· .,...
sions are the main culprits, while weaponrelated incidents, starvation, dehydration ,''
and stress resulting from getting lost and .n
Notre Dame at No. 12 Pittsburgh
deer attacks add to the statistics.
,r
It is no surprise tree stand injuries and .•
fatalities top the list.
Hunters climbing trees, most often·- ·
under
the cover of darkness, hampered by '.•
Auburn at Georgia
gear and exposed to the elements arc ask- .·,,
ing for troublt? if caution is not used. Once • •
in the stand, hunters perch on a small !..
bench seat and rest their feet on a small
platform.
H
No. 16 Utah at No. 4 TCU
Here are some tips for staying safe in ·•
your tree stand:
"
•Wear a safety harness. This is your ,1
only insurance to avoid a 15-20 foot fall if ·1
you make a wrong step in a tree. They arc
inexpensive, stay out of the way and give , •
peace of mind when you get in position to , J
take a shot, allowing you to focus on your •'
aim rather than your balance.
.•
•Have a good way to get in and out of ·'
yottr stand. Most accidents occur while
climbing the tree; Do not skimp on ade· • •
quate footholds along the way. Always '
keep three limbs anchored as you climb. A ! •
stand easy to get in and out of will allow
for quieter entering and exiting.
I I
• Do not :fall asleep. This is common
sense, but often hard to do when you ger in 'l•
a stand in the early hours before dawn. ',
1
Nodding off while waiting for safe shoot- ~,
ing light or deer to stir is common, but it is -,
also when most falls from the tree occur. . -:.
•Always check the stability of the stand.·:.
and climbing mechanisms. A number of •..
hunters will go to their stand Saturday for
the first time since last season. Normal 11
weather conditions can weaken trees and •r:
limbs. Last year's ice storm could have ·.:
damaged the strength of your perch, too. ,,
Photos hy DcreJ..: Milll•11The New> Frequently inspect the integrity of all com- "1'.
lhe Racers look on during pregame festivities Tuesday night at Racer Arena. The volleyball team clinched a spot In theOVCTournament and are 10-61n conference play.
ponents of the tree stand and the tree '·
itself. lt only takes one piece of the system ''·
to fail and cause a ripple effect which "~
could result in a fall.
Some other things to remember: Never.'••
climb with your weapon. After you arc.:J,
secured in your harness and in the stand,.· •,
We're going to have to be really careful with
Kyra Ledbetter
pull up your bow or gun with a tether. Tell."'
Staff writer
TSU."
people where your stand is located, so if'!1
Austin Peay has had a better season than Muryou fail to return. they will know where to
ray State, but has not. as of yet, managed a win
For some Ohio Valley Conference teams. the
look. Carry a cell phone and make sure:•J
end is ncar, but that is not the case for the Racer
over the Racers. The game poses a challenge to
you can get to it if you do fall. In some.••:
the Racers, who will likely sec the Governors in
volleyball tt•am.
cases, an injury leaving you unable to walk ·1.1
The team is preparing for the final games of
tournament play.
will result.
....
"(APSU has) an outside hitter who is very
their regular season this weekend with Ten·
Tree stands .a re not the only hazards ' •
strong," Schwepkcr said. ''She'll probably end up
nessce State and Austin Peay universities still in
hunters face. Firearm safety, forest naviga-!)
being Player of the Year and they set her a ton.
sight.
tion and general first aid arc all factors •i
Murray State played only one game over the
Our team really has to pay attention. It's about
hunters should be well aware of.
;t~
weekend, but their win over Southern Illinois
how much can we learn from that match for the
You often forget the risks associated '•
tournament."
University-Edwardsville pushed the Racers winwith deer hunting, especially if you only
Murray State has spent the week preparing for
ning streak to four, and added to the tide of condo it once or twice a year. Sometimes you ,.;
both of these matches and the teams they will
t1dence the team has been riding for the past two
I get caught up in the tactics of taking a big 1.,
weeks. With Tuesday's win over Southeast Mislikely meet in tournament play.
deer and forget about your own safety.
'·
''We're going to work on, as a team, trying to
souri State, the Racers earned a seed in the OVC
Deer also are a threat to non·hunters 1~
control one hitter," Schwcpker said. ''Just paying
tournanwnt
outside of the woods this time of year.
This weekend Murray State is set to face two
attemion to where that one hitter is coming from
Vehicle collisions increase as the rut gets •l
(and) what the hitter's doing. That's kind of the
closer.
-..-:
teams they beaten earlier this season, hoping to
add two more wins to their 10-6 conference
key. You never can stop a good hitter because
You can expect deer to be chasing at all
they always have the advantage. but how much
record.
hours of the day. Slow down, keep a watch" i
TSU has lost its last seven games and thus far
can you control them and make them do some
on the roadway sides and if you sec a deer, .i
things they may not normally want to do."
has only three wins this season.
expect it to run out in front of you and ·!1
The last time Murray State and TSU met, the
A tournament berth looked like an unlikely end
anticipate more in the area.
"i
to the season which started with several injuries
Tigers left with another loss to their name, being
Often injuries to you and damages to
taken in three sets by the Racers. However. Head
and a 10-match losing streak.
your car result from rash swerving to 1
"With all of our injuries and everything, we
Coach David Schwcpker said the Tigers might
avoid a collision.
threaten the team in :;pite of their unimpressive
just really had a rough start," Schwepker said.
While the deaths and injuries inflicted ' •
"But now everything is coming together and I'm
record.
from deer and deer hunting arc not a prod- •,
" Bottom line, they're very good." Schwepkcr
pretty happy with them. I think they're pretty
uct of the animal itself, there are plenty of
confident with their ability. I think we're all
said. "If they get hot they could beat any team in
ways to injure yourself and spoil a good ':I
ready to go."
this conference. They just have some young playhunt.
"'•
Sophomore libero Kayleah Sauer celebrates after the
ers that can't hold their composure but they're at
Contact
Ledbetter at kyra.lecibetter@
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
4-1 win over SEMO Tuesday night at Racer Arena.
the end oi the season, they have no pressure.
murraystate.edu
-,
murraystate.edu.
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Volleyball prepares for fined matches

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759-2500

• Laser vision surgery <.:onsultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
Wr! accept your insurance

for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMIITRIST

I

~erchants Mall

Tr ends N Treasures Mer chants Mall

Our Hol~,..,OpeH House
Sunday 12-5 p.m.

1306 South 12th Murray, KY. 42071 t
761 ·MALL
~
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Basketball signs center Shawn Jackson for 201o-n
Rickj Martin

Scouting Report

Staff writer
The No. 31 ranked center in prep hoops, according to ESPN
Scout> Inc., will migrate north for his collegiate career.
MQl's basketball Head Coach Billy Kennedy announced
Wed!lesday the signing of Shawn Jackson, a 6'9" center out of
Melo:iy Christian Academy in Live Oak. Fin.
Jackson, who averaged 19.5 points, 12 rebounds and eight
blocks per game during his junior campajgn, will join the Racers
in fall 2010 as a freshman.
"Shawn is the best all-around big kid we recruited this sum·
mer;' Kennedy said. "He defends, rebounds and can score. His
win,span makes him play bigger than he is."
jackson possesses a special skill:.set for a center. according to
Melody Christian Head Coach Mike Rains. He said Jackson,
known primarily for his defensive skills, could be an explosive
scorer when needed.
"Shawn is a great kid," Rains said. "A lot of kids with his size
and ability can get a big head, but he's good with his teammates
and he plays within our offense. He could probably score 25-30
points per game."
Rains credits Jackson's offensive skills with his ability to catch
the ball out on the elbow and pull up with a jumper that starts
hi~h in his form, making it almost impossible for defenders to
block.
"When you're a big man and can do that, it's a good combination," Rains said.
Jackson's biggesl statistical game came against last season's

ShawnJ~

Senior, MelOdy ·CiuWtian
Aca~

LiveOak,Jk.
6'9" 230 .l k
· No. 31 ranked center in the
nation, according to ESPN Scouts
Junior Year Averages:
PPG: 19.5 RPG: 12 BPG: 8
Florida 3A State Tournament runner-up Orlando Jones High
School. Jackson pulled down a triple-double with 10 points, 21
rebounds and 19 blocked shots.
Because Jackson is recognized as one of the best rebounding
prep prospects in the country on both ends of the floor, he
should be an immediate boost for the Racers once he steps on
campus.
With big·pten Tony Easley and Georges Fotso departing after
thd1 senior seasons this year, Jackson is poised to step into an

Taylor Crawford
Senior
Hometown: Owensboro, Ky.
Major: Criminal Justice
Q; What is an interesting fact
about you?
A: "I hate ketchup and love to eat

fries with mustard."

<t Why did you start running?
A: ..My high school cross country
coach s.aw me pl~ying (soccer)
and asked me to come out for the

Q; .What 1s your favorite thi~
aboqt running?
:A: "I likt the challenge, doing
SQU;lething most people won't

important role in the future of Racer basketball.
"Shawn has been well coached," Kennedy said. "He has been
prepared to help us as a freshman."
Last season. Jackson was the player of the year and tournament MVP in his conference.
He played a key role in Melody Christian advancing to the
semifinals of the National Christian School Athletic Association
National Tournament. in Nashville, Tenn.
Contact Martin at richard.martin@murraystate.edu.

Men's, women's cross country
to compete in NCAA Regional
Ricky Martin
Staff Writer
With the 2009 Ohio Valley Conference Championship a distant
memory. the Murray State cross
country teams travel to Louisville
this weekend to take part in the
NCAA Southeastern Regional meet.
Even though the OVC Championships serve as the main goal for
both teams, Head Coach Chris Englund said his team will be focused for
the regional meet.
"I'm very happy with both teams'
performance this season," England
said. "Even though the OVC Championships were our goal and for all
intents and purposes our culminating event, the preparation both men·

ever try."
~~~ =~~~~~ii~ii~~~~~~~~~BD~~~·~~B*j~~~~ ~lly~ ~y~illJ-woat ~~
different."

~;Ji

According to ESPt~rs Scouts Inc. Jackson
is a "big and strong post player (who)
has a great presence in the lane. Jackson
is a physical rebounder, defender and
finisher. He can rebound in and out of
his .area with great effort Jackson uses
his body to make defenders work for
every inch in the post."

The Southeastern Regional, which
between the OVC Championships
consists of all Division-I schools in
and the regionaJ meet," England said.
Kentucky, Virginia and North Car"So right after OVC we went right
olina, is one of nine regionaJ meets
back into full training. We didn't do
around the country that will serve as
anything different, just trained like
the deciding factor and qualifying
we did with what had been successrace for the final 150-200 runners
fuJ for us ali season long."
that will compete in the NCAA
The course at Tom Sawyer Park is
National Championships in Terre
relatively flat, but the distances will
Haute, Ind.
increase for both teams. with the
"It's very competitive," England
women running a 6K and the men
said. "Just a chance to compete with
running a IOK.
teams that will go on to represent
"Even though the distances
our region in the national champiincrease, we are continuing to train
onship is good for us. Our region is
with our normal regimen," England
definitely very competitive and wellsaid.
represented."
Tom Sawyer Park has hosted sevThe top two teams and the Lop six
era! large cross country meets in the
individuals in Saturday's race qualify
past and should prove to be spcctafor the national championship, as
tor friendly.
weU as .some at-large bids. ~--·-""-- Contact Martin pt richard-martin@
"We had a two-week break
murraystate.edu
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DRESS UKE ROYALTY FOR PENNIES
Holiday Open House
and Concert
Featuring: Eternal Vision Singers - Soloist
Adrienne Beasley- Fairview Youth Choral

Nov. 14 --Concert begins @ 2:00 pm,
Open House on Nov. 15 from 12-5 pm as well

~HEW fiT ZfiX *

Check oat oa·r new

at LaCenter location

Free Food, Ga m es & Gifts are
f rom 12pm - 2pm , open 'til 5 for
Holiday Open House
Castotn desi g n ed prints ttor
Fraternity & S ororlt yl
Modern designs to sho1N o ff y oor
Ci
EK or COLLEG E P IDEI

Library Lineup @
McCroc:lcen Count:
PUUIC

ltll!At'\'

the McCracken Cou11ty
Public Library

November 15· For unique gifts for this holiday season, spend your Sunday afternoon at
the Library. There will be an author's event from 1·3 with readings and signings of their
books. Authors committed to appear so far are Paul Don-on· Never to Return: Mar·
skall Cosmt' /ore41er ckanged, Barry Eysman· First Snap of Winter , Lillian Taylor·
Santa's Musical El41es, Molly Harper· Nice Girls Don't Have Fangs, and Taylor
Harbin· LKnar Dawn. Bookli will be available to purcha'>e at. tht• lihrary.

NEW!
Live Bands &
Dancing

November 17 &. 24- Gettin~ot Ready for Christmas 201Q..learn how to Knit lt•d by
Stephanie Young at noon1 this will he a 2 week session. Plea'!e register by calling the
library at 442·2510 and a~k for ext. 13.

Happy Hour
3- 6 p.m.

November 17· Ms. Retta and Ms. Chcrri will present the srory time, "Gobble Gobble".
10 and 1 o'clock.
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Senior defensive end
Austen lane recorded two
sacks In the Racers' 27-17
Senior Day win over Austin
Peay Saturday. The two sacks
pushed Lane's career total to
29, good for the school record.
lane also tallied his first career
touchdown with a 21-yard
Interception run.

Each week, The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To submit aplayer for
consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson at elizabetha.johnson®murraystate.edu.

Pholo courtesy <Jf Sports Information

Throwing for 216 yards In
his debut as a Racer,
freshman quarterback
casey Brocl<man
recorded a touchdown
pass and was named
the OVC Newcomer of
the Week.

With 17 savesin the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament junior
goalkeeper Tara Isbell
was named the NSCAA
National Player of the
Week and earned a spot on
the All-Tournament team.

File photo/Nate Brelsford

N.ltE• Brelsford/The- News

Sophomore midfielder Sophie
Hargreaves was named
OVCTournament MVP
the Racers' 4-o Championship
win over Tennessee

Scoring the first two
goals of her caP.er.
freshman mldfielder
Ashley Fraser led tbe Racers
to the championship game after
posting the only points in lhe
teams' 1-o shutouts against
Eastern Kentucky and UT·Martin.

Nate Brelsiord!The New.1

With 21 digs In the
volleyball team's 3-1win over
SEMO Tuesday, sophomore
libero Kayleah Sauer recorded
her l,OOOth dig. Sauer is one
of 12 people In the history
the program to do so.

N.1te Brelsiord!The News

Dert>k Miller/The New:>

Sophomore Jade Guo was
named the OVC Setter af
the Week after recordlrg
a .408 overall hitting
percentage in the Racer!'
wins over UT-Martin and
StU-Edwardsville.

• Foith-basQd ogency
• Free training
• Ongoing 24/7 support
• Generous daily compensotio
• Poid home owners insurance
• Travel and respite provided
• Medico I (OVerage provided
for foster children
In the volleyball team's matchup
with UT·Martin, sophomore
outside hitter logan Su tallied a
season-best 17 kills. Su recorded a
.488 hittlnq percentage against
the Skyhawks and SIU-Edwardsvllle
and was named OVC Offensive
Player of the Week for the first
time In her career.

Derek Miller/The NeiH

Call 270.809.2746 for fully catered dinners starting at $5.95 per person.
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VlntDflfl Rose Empotlum
~Umi!ftts

Finley's House of
Diamoncb
112 N 121~ Sl, krOn from MaOO<I.tld's

970 ChHinul Shol · Munll)'

UNI\IERSI JY beoll II liean
Jhe Buldler 8lod.

270-781-GEMS (~3671

Voted Mu""Y'• Fovome Paul

One POint e•rned for every
dollar spent I
Every 200 points earns a $10

. . . . . . . PIICIIIII'
llli&IUII

·Murray
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Quest Fitness Center

The Plaid Rabbit

Scholars

2~

80!1 Caldwat•r Rd - .......,.,
170-763·611 1

NOtlll 12th Sltftl· Mu•la'f

210·763·153-1

New Life Chl1stlan Bookstore
5th & Main Coff-

Lazy Lunches
1051 N

...,......

100 6 5th Slleel • Murray

161~

Slreol • MIJfrly

270-761-LAZY

210-763·1622

ram
$2800 research stipend.
Money for grad school visits.
Financial Aid.
GRE prep.
Much more.

11% 1ft w/ $50 or
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Brinn'• Quality
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Friendly Service
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111111111
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KIDS EAT FREEl

Contact us about eligibility
requirements at:
mcnair@murraystate.edu
270-809-2951
Now accepting applications.
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Name Brand
Discount Shoes
800 S , 4th St · MUrray

Allison Photography/Mr.
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Graduate student's novel explores other dimension
Slemmer said. "How do you reconcile this
information?"
As a member of a spiritualist church in
Indiana, Slemmer said she believes religion
Imagine a world that exists after a cataclysm, one that puts Earth into another
starts on a personal leveL
dimension where the survivors have abilities
"Religion begins at the home and besins
with yourself, because religion has to answer
which allow communication with a dimenwhat you need." Slemmer said. "That's why
sion unlike any other.
there's such a variety of religions because we
Dorothy Kendall Slemmer, graduate student from Murray, creates this unknown
as human beings all need something different.
Any religion is
Earth and describes it
fine as long as
through the eyes of
the character Susan
you're respectO'Neal, in her novel "I saw my ~se rockinQ and the water in the ing the Creator,
universal good .•.
"Sunrise, Day One!".
lake convulsinQ..I looked up the
O'Neal awakens to
everyone needs
hillside behind the house and there, above the that."
this new world before
In Slemmer's
being greeted by her hiQhest trees, I could see a Qiant wall of water
guide, Stephen, who cominQ down the lakel Out of sheer terror I book she parallels her knowlultimately helps her
turned and ran."
edge of metaadapt to her new enviand
physics
ronment.
Slemmer, mother of
extra
sensory
An excerpt from "Sunrise, Day One!"
perception with
seven, grandmother
the
post-cataof 12 and great-grandby Dorothy Kendall Slemmer
clysm
world
mother of seven, said
she began writing the
Susan
O'Neal
novel in 1997. With
lives in through
the encouragement of a Metaphysical Bookthe use of guides and other-dimensional constore owner, she published her book in
cepts.
Much like a conscience, Slemmer said,
August.
"Sunrise, Day One!" is available at the UniSusan O'Neal's guide is a heavenly being.
versity Bookstore, University Book and Bean
"Everyone who s urvives the cataclysm
becomes able to see these beings," Slemmer
in Murray and on Amazon.com.
Slemmer said the inspiration for the novel
said. "Earth has passed into a new dimension."
came as a culmination of personal experiAfter studying at the Indiana Universityences and ideas she encountered over time.
Purdue University Indianapolis, Slemmer said
"1 did hypnotherapy as an avocation off and
she gained an understanding of psychology
on for years," Slemmer said.
and hypnotherapy. Later, Slemmer said she
took a break from school to raise her family.
Slemmer said she became a certified hypD()tist in 1970. She said she was able to perSlemmer said she worked for about 32
form past-life age-regressions. She also
years. As a former owner of Paradise Resort
worked with people with phobias.
on Kentucky Lake from 1984 until 1994, she
said she was happy to come back to school at
"I helped them to safely go back to whatever that occurrence was so that they can look
Murray State to reengage in old hobbies.
at it logically in a more mature point of view,..
"After I sold the resort, I was free to do
something I wanted to do and that was go
Slemmer said.
She said she found it interesting that some,
back to school," Slemmer said.
when recalling an occurrence, reported being
With a master's degree in history with a
someone different.
collateral field of archaeology, Slemmer said
she was able to learn about a variety of topics.
"It really clashed with my upbringing in a
Baptist church," Slemmer said. "Studying
Nature and the metaphysical are themes
within her novel, which Slemmer said she
texts that weren't what you would call Christian. It makes you question, 'Can this be
uses to express insights she has learned over
true?'"
time.
"It's a book · that I hope gives people a
After sessions of hypnotherapy with
peaceful feeling," Slemmer said. "(People)
clients, Slemmer said she researched who her
clients indicated they may have been in a forneed to be able to understand their own purmer life. This idea of reincarnation is one
pose in life and seek peace before aggression
in all cases. What we're here for is to learn
Slemmer said others may be skeptical of, but
how to get along with one another."
one which she still believes.
"When you go back and look at records of
Contact Phelps at robinj.phelps@
murraystate.edu.
who these petsple were, they really existed,"

RobiD Phelps
Staff writer

lordie 01'tken/Tht> News
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MURRAY STATE IDOL
.. VOCAL COMPETITION
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Lovett Auditorium

Elizabeth College
Hart College
Hester College
Lee Clark College
Regents College
Richmond College
Springer-Franklin College

White College

Evan Boswell
Katie Hughes
Kelsey Bogard
Rodney Mills
Ellie Rodenberg
Claudia Brauss
Antonio Hewlett
Elizabeth Harris
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Sigma Alpha Iota
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donated to the Backpack Program
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Surprise! Goat-staring seriously funny
Cody Arant writes the movie
reviews.
Movies are frequently "based on
a true story." The Alfred Hitchcock
classic "Psycho" was based in part
on the real life story of Ed Gein,
who also inspired "Silence of the
Lambs." Football film "Rudy" was
also based on a real guy, Daniel
"Rudy" Ruettiger.
Believe it or not, "The Men Who
Stare at Goats" is based on a true
story.
For those unfamiliar with the
film, it follows Bob Wilton (Ewan
McGregor), a journalist who travels
to Iraq to cover the war in a desperate bid to make something of his
life. There he meets Lyn Cassady
(George Clooney), who claims to be
a psychic soldier from a top secret
military program used to train psychic spies. Hijinks ensue.
The truly messed up part is that
the program actually existed. The
movie is based on a book by author
Jon Ronson. The book "The Men
Who Stare at Goats" details Ronson's investigation into a secret
New Age unit in the American military.
Based partially on the Human
Potential Movement in the late
1970s, the First Earth Battalion was
an attempt by the military to devel·
op soldiers with psychic abilities.
The program was shaped largely by
the ideas of retired Lt. Col. Jim
Channon, who wrote the "First
Earth Battalion Operations Manual"
in 1979.
The film, of course. doesn't just
stick to the facts. It builds upon
them, creating a genuinely hilarious
tale.
Clooney gives a surprisingly
funny performance. I didn't know
that he was funny. I guess l should
have known he has a sense of
humor, as he has a standing offer to
refund your $8 if you tell him you
saw "Batman & Robin." I'm not
even making that up. His performance as Cassady is funny and genuinely touching. Viewers will spend
most of the movie questioning his
$anity. but still wind up caring
about him.
McGregor's performapce as
Wilton is also ex~ellent. I'll admit
my bias here, as I totally have a
man-crush on McGregor since his
, kick-ass performance as Obi-Wan

Game shows for $200
I could never appear
on a game show.
I'm not enthusiastic
enough for "Let's
Make a Deal", and I
lack the intelligence
for "Are You Smarter
Than a Fifth Grader?"
Let's face it, those
fifth graders are freaks
of nature.
Kyle
Also, since they're
Features Editor actors who know the
questions in advance.
• they have quite the advantage.
Even if I'll never appear on a game
show, I love watching them. I always
have.
I enjoy watching "Jeopardy," specifically during the teen and college tournaments. I never know the adult questions,
but I rock at the college questions.
W eU. 1 rock at the college pop culture
questions. History and math are not my
gig, but give me the "Jodie Music" category and 1 know them all.
Then I mock the people who don't
know the answers. knowing if I was on
the show I would miss aU of the other
Photo courtesy of allmoviephoto.com
questions. Smart people everywhere
would mock me.
Lyn Cassady, played by Georve Clooney, attempts to stop a goat's heart with his mind-bullets. How would you react If Clooney were
I'll take hypocrites for $300, Alex.
olvinQ you that sexy stare? If you ansared faint. then you and the ooat think alike.
If I was on "Wheel of Fortune" I'd be
manages to be funny and touching
Kenobi, but whatevs. he's still good
Admittedly, the movie jsn't per·
scared to spin the wheel I fear my bad
in this. He manages to walk the line
at the same time. The film does a
fect. The plot is a little meandering.
luck would summon the bankruptcy
between serious and hilarious, and
In part it is a conscious decision on
good job of building a sensation of I space too many times. I would end up
it works.
the part of the filmmakers. The plot
ambiguity that adds a layer of depth
owing Pat Sajak money.
is broken up over time, with some
It works because of the totally
that really works.
1 would absolutely fail at "Let's Make a
deadpan nature of the movie. It preof the movie taking place in more or
"The Men Who Stare at Goats"
Deal." Contestants are presented with
sents ideas that are completely
less the present and parts taking
has a runtime of 93 minutes and is
options - they can take what is in this box
ridiculous. yet takes them comrated R for language, some drug
place during Cassady's days with
or behind that curtain. They can take a
the New Earth Battalion.
pletely seriously. It manages to
content and brief nudity.
mysterious prize, or they can take the
poke fun at the entire concept of
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
However, some fairly important
money Wayne Brady offers them.
murraystate.edu.
the New Earth Battalion without
elements of the plot aren't introThe rational side of my brain says to
duced until the very end, almost as
straight up mocking it. Some people
• take the money. It would be more money
may not like such dry humor, and 1
an afterthought.
than I started with. The adventurous side
can appreciate that, but if you "get
The pacing also seems odd. The
says to go with the mysterious prize. It
it" then it'$llysterical.
movie feels really short when it's
could be more money!
The film also does a good job of
over. but at the beginning it sort of
I can't deal with those odds. The regret
keeping the audience guessing. It
drags a bit. Some of the exposition
that comes with making the wrong deciisn't clear whether the New Earth
could have come a bit earlier. Howsion would eat me alive.
Zero stars: Sa~c your cash
ever, it sort of adds to the sensation
Battaliot1 ~anifests actual psychic
_,Some of.my fa.vorlte ~~ws.how-'--~~One star: Only i(you're 6ored
powers or if everyone is just enjoyof ambiguity by delaying certain
ever, are the ones found on Game Show
Two stars: Wait for the rental
significant events.
ing a really good trip. Like, on
Network.
Three stars: See it immediately
drugs. The ambiguity adds a certain
All in all, the film is excellent. Its
I love "Lingo" more than anything.
Four stars: A future classic
depth to the ftlm.
dry humor is hilarious and its story
Never before have I become so fascinated by spelling. When the contestants
don't get it, I shout at the TV. 1 just want
to make sure anyone watching with me
knows how smart I am.
I would never, ever appear on "The
Newlywed Game" though. As much as I
love watching it, I get uncomfortable
after too long. l don't need to hear about
these couples' sex lives.
I do like when they discuss people who
annoy them. Can you imagine the embarrassment they face after the episode airs?
The wife says her co-worker Carol
annoys her, but the husband guesses
their neighbor, Ashley.
I have a feeling neither Carol nor Ash·
ley will be too pleased
The show is the ultimate warning of
"think before you speak," and my big
mouth would surely get me in trouble.
I'll stick to yelling answers at the TV.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Ladybugs .creep into
residential colleges
~ Charlotte Kyle
~- Features Editor

Three weeks ago, Sarah Beth Moore's room in Hart College was calm. This was before the invasion.
Moore, freshman from Russellville, Ky., said it started
with a few. Then it got worse, and soon the creatures were
crawling on the ceiling, desks and even her clothes.
"The other day I was sitting on my computer and one
just landed on the screen of my laptop," Moore said.
Luckily, these creatures are only ladybugs.
Moore said she and her roommate were puzzled by how
the beetles got into their room.
"They only come out at night," Moore said. "They're
calm during the day. They sit in one spot then at night they
start crawling around."
Moore said she has seen l5 in ber room and counting.
Other students have reported the beetles in their rooms
as well, while a room down the hall repor ted wasps, Moore
said. She said she would rather have ladybugs. Moore and
her roommate simply swipe the beetles off.
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"I don't think I could deal with wasps," she said. "I
wouldn't be able to sleep at night."
David White, professor of biology and director of Hancock Biological Station, said be is dealing with the invasion
as well.
"We've got two things flying around our rooms right
now - ladybugs and wasps," White said. "The wasps you
might want to stay away from but the ladybugs aren't going
to hurt anybody."
White said this swarm of ladybugs Is common.
"For most of these species (of ladybugs), they were larvae up until a few weeks ago, and they've pupated and
come out as adults," he said. "Now they're going to try to
find somewhere (to live) for the winter. A lot of them go
under tree bark and things like that."
While their behavior is usual, White said more beetles
seem to have appeared this year.
"Usually there aren't so many they cover your car and
cover your buildings," White sald. "They (also) love telephone poles, I'm not sure why. They will be around a few
weeks and most will hide - those who don't get eaten by
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birds. They'll find some place over winter and next spring
they'll come out, mate, lay eggs and start the cycle once
again."
White said some cultures consider ladybugs lucky, especially if one lands on you.
''There is a lot of lore that goes along with these," White
said. "(One suggests) the number of lady beetles wiU deter·
mine how cold a winter will be. They're old folk tales; I
don't think any are true. There are probably (more) associated with lAdybugs than anything."
Other myths say it is bad luck to step on a ladybug,
White said.
A press release from the National Pest Management
Association recommends not squishing the beetles because
they often secrete a yellow liquid when disturbed and
release an odor just before they die.
For those facing ladybug woes, White suggests collecting the beetles in a bag and throwing them outside.
Said White; "Personally, U think) they've got as much of
a right to be here as we do."
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
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Fromthe [Sports] Editor

Finally, it's basketball season!
From the time I was a little
girl, I've watched every sport
known to man with my dad, but
college basketball season was
our favorite.
The two of us
have
cried,
screamed,
loved
Rick
Pitino, hated
Pitino,
Rick
----a.----loved Tubby
Elizabeth Smith, missed
Johnson
Tubby Smith
Sports Editor and tried to
forget
Billy
Gillispie's existence together.
Now, we're eagerly waiting to
see what Calipari can do for
Kentucky's basketball program.
However, unlike when I was
12, UK basketball is not the only
sports team I call "my team."

I didn't follow Racer basketball until I came to Murray State
in August 2008, but I could not
have been happier than when J
flipped
the
calendar
to
November and sa~ dates
marked "basketball, 7 p.m."
Last year, I experienced the
excitement of Racer basketball.
My co-workers will attest how
I would always quietly cheer on
my team from press row, hitting
them underneath the table when
refs made "bad calls."
I also had the privilege of covering the women's basketball
team.
Seeing Amber and Paige
Guffey connect magically on the
court every game never ceased
to amaze me.
Ashley Hayes could play a
game blindfolded and still break
some sort of record.

Coach Rob Cross took home
an Ohio Valley Conference regular season title in his first year as
head coach.
On the men's side, I saw an
energetic and winning team. ·
I witnessed Tyler Holloway's
l,OOOth career point.
I knew Tony Easley would
dunk every time he got to the
paint and pump up Racer fans in
the stands.
I am looking forward to the
2009-10 Racer basketball seasons and will again by the time
April rolls around.
I believe this is the -year the
men will come out on top of the
OVC and the women will prove
they are still the best in the conference.
I hope to see you in the RSEC
with me, cheering on my No. 1
Racers this 2009-10 season!
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Kennedy looks to continue
Racer basketball tradition
To all Racer basketball fans,
I'm really excited about the start of this year's Racer basketball season.
Our players and coaches have been working hard since last season to win an
Ohio Valley Conference Championship.
We expect to put a team on the floor that plays hard and unselfishly. I know
you will enjoy the effort and intensity our players play with.
Murray State basketball is special because of its passionate fans and supporters who cheer for us every time we take the floor. All around college basketball the Regional Special Events Center is known as one of the foughest
places to play in the country. There are two reasons this is true.
First, there is the great tradition of Racer basketball that has produced 22
consecutive winning seasons (the besf streak in the nation), 20 OVC
Championships, 12 NCAA tournament appearances and more than 100 ALIOVC players.
Secondly, it is the students' passion and enthusiasm that provide a sixth man
for our team. You are the difference-makers.
This is the 85th season of Racer basketball and I hope you'll make plans to
experience it with me, our coaching staff and team.
I'm counting on seeing you at the game. Go Racers!
Derek Miller/The News

Billy Kennedy
Men's Basketball Head Coach

Head Coach Billy Kennedy (right) yells from the sidelines in the Racers exhibition game against
Bethel College Nov. 5at the RSEC.

Open Mon. - !iat.
1 1 a.m. - Midnight
!iun.
l\loon - g p.m.
To-lio Line

Dine-In or carryol4

i!70-76i!-00i!i!
Corne in for our daily
lunch !ipecial!i.
Free Wi-Fi
Monday l\light: Foot:ball
Live Band Tue!iday l\light: B:30prn
The 1\Jewrnat:ic!i : Tue!iday 1 1 / 1 7
•lalo §t:ereo : Tue!iday 1 1/i!4

Happy hour& (i!-6 p.m.]
Beer, Margarita& !ipecial Price

Murray Plaza bodg{l
-100% non-smoking
-No Pets
-Newly refurbished rooms!
- All rooms located on first floor.
-Call us for Best Rates!
270-753-2682
Toll Free: 1-800-478-9250
Discount for MSU Parents!
- Online Reservations www.MurrayPiazalodge.com
mpl @murrayplazalodge.com

- All rooms include
*Refrigerator
*Microwave
*Hairdryer
*27" flat screen TV

-Free
High Speed
Wireless internet,
Cable includes
HBO, Boat battery
charge, ice
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Men face tough 2009-10 schedule
Ricky Martin
Staff writer

Derek Miller/The News

College transfer. B.J. Jenkins carries the ball up the court in the
Racers 93·39 exhibition over Bethel College Nov. 5 at the RSEC.
Jenkins finished the game with npoints and three steals.

The men's basketball team will have plenty of
opportunities this season to defend their No. 1 pre·
season ranking in the Ohio Valley Conference.
With a tough non-conference schedule. including
their 75- 70 loss against No. 12 California to open
the season Monday, the Racers will get chances
early and often this year to prove they are worthy
to wear the OVC crown.
The Racers welcome the Rivermen of MissouriSt. Louis to the Regional Special Events Center for
their home opener, before hitting the road to Miami
for a three-game slate as part of the Coaches vs.
Cancer Classic.
Murray State will face James Madison, North
Carolina Central and Florida International
(coached by NBA legend Isiah Thomas) over a
four-day span.
Murray State will then play their second nationally televised game of the season on Dec. 3 when
they host conference foe Eastern Kentucky on
ESPNU as part of a three-game homestand.
Two days later on Dec. 5, the Racers welcome the
Eagles of Morehead State to the RSEC in a game
with huge implications on the OVC regular-season
rankings.
Morehead State tied with the Racers for first

place in the OVC preseason rankings, and OVC
Defensive Player of the Year Kenneth Faried
returns for the Eagles to anchor the defending conference tournament Champions' quest for a repeat
berth into the NCAA tournament.
The Racers next big contest falls on Dec. 22,
when they travel to Bowling Green, Ky., for a showdown with Western Kentucky, a team the Racers
embarrassed with a 28-point upset last November
in the RSEC.
The Hilltoppers went on to a berth in the second
round of the NCAA Tournament.
After a slew of conference games in January and
February, the Racers close regular season action
with a tough stretch through their final three
games.
On Feb. 20, ESPN will feature Murray State for
the third and final time as part of ESPN's annual
BracketBusters series of games. Murray's opponent
for the BracketBuster match up will be determined
closer to the date.
Last year the Racers fell in the BracketBuster by
nine points to Louisiana Tech, a team the Racers
will face this season on Dec. 15. in Ruston, La.
The men will then travel to Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky for two tough conference games
to finish out regular season play.
Contact Martin at richard.martin@murraystate.
edu.
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Women prepare for
year of improvement
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
Gone is the two-time defending
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Year.
Gone is two-time AJI-OVC First
Team selection.
Gone are the top three scorers
from last year's OVC regular season ·
championship team.
Women's basketball Head Coach
Rob Cross goes into his second year,
having to rebuild the program he
took over.
·~shley Hayes, Amber Guffey and
Paige Guffey are not going to walk
through those doors," Cross said with
a chuckle at the Basketball Media
Day. "It's time to turn the page. We're
definitely proud to be two-time
defending OVC champions. It's going

to be a tall task to make it a threepeat, but that's what this group completely intends to do."
The Racers were hit hard by graduation, losing reining OVC Player of
the Year Ashley Hayes, All-OVC 1st
Team selection Amber Guffey, top
three scorer Paige Guffey and the
inside presence of Angela Mullins, all
from the starting line-up. The Racers
also lost the emotional leadership of
Jessica Jackson.
The only returning starter is senior
Mallory Luckett.
Luckett will be joined by fellow
seniors Jasmyne Thornton and Kayla
Vance as the only upperclassmen on
the team. Cross returns four sophomores,
Kayla
Lowe,
Kristen
Kluempers, Mallory Schwab and
Rachael Isom, to the squad.
Eight freshmen who make up a top

60 recruiting class in the country and
come from as close as Calloway
County and as far as Australia fill out
the rest of the roster.
"We have an outstanding recruiting
class,,; Cross said. "We have three
outstanding seniors who expect to
play expanded roles. They're doing
an outstanding job in practice.
"Kayla Vance has really stepped up
offensively. If she can contribute a little bit on the defensive end, she has a
chance to play a lot. Jasmyne
Thornton has a chance to be an outstanding role player for us, filling
that physical presence (and) defensive rebounding role for us. We're
excited about the three of them."
Cross said the underclassmen look
to continue developing mentally and
physically.
"(With) the freshmen and sophomores, you don't know what you're
going to get any day," Cross said.
"The best thing about freshmen is
they become sophomores. Our
sophomores have a little more experience, a little more confidence in
what they're trying to do."
The Racers face a heavy dose of the
open road when the season begins.
Of the 15 out-of-conference games for
Murray State, 13 are on the road. The

first trip sets the team against
Alabama A&M and Memphis before
returning home to host MidContinent and Evansville. Over the
Thanksgiving holiday, the Racers will
take part in the Georgia State
Tournament in Atlanta After two
conference games at home, Murray
State will play five straight games on
the road at Missouri, Missouri State,
Southern Illinois. IUPUI and
Marshall.
"(We have) a lot of road games,"
Cross said. "When we were putting
together the schedule, I thought it
would be great because we have so
many new players and so many
returners that are playing different
roles, it would be great to spend a lot
of time on the road for team unity,
chemistry and those type (of) things.
Now I'm thinking maybe that wasn't
such a great .idea.
"It's a tough schedule. I think
Evansville will be a great chance for
Racer fans to get out and see fantastic basketball. The top of the
Missouri Valley and the top of the
Ohio Valley, competing head-to-head
against each other. I think that will be
exciting."
Contact Rogers at kyle.rogers@
murraystate.edu.
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Team ·seeks another title
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer

Jordie Oetken/The New5

Sophomore guard Rachael lsom looks to pass
the ball duriOQ a preseason practice.

Hanging in the rafters of the
Regional Special Events Center are
many navy banners, symbolizing the
championships won by the men's
basketball team.
Over the past few years, the
women's team has been striving to
add gold banners to 'that landscape,
and it is working.
Last season, the Racers came off
their first NCAA tournament appearance and greeted a new coach with a
familiar face.
Murray State alum and long-time
assistant Rob Cross took over the
helm and quickly made his presence
felt in Racer history.
Behind the senior leadership of
Ashley Hayes, Amber Guffey, Paige
Guffey. Jessica Jackson and Angela
Mullins, the Racers won the regular
season championship. They then
went to the WNIT and did something no other women's Racer bas-

ons and were ready to get the job
ketball team had done and something
neither team had done since 1988 done all season."
Hayes was named OVC Player of
win a postseason game.
the Year for the second time and
They defeated favored ArkansasAmber Guffey was also named to the
Little Rock before ending their seaAll-QVC First Team.
son with a loss to Ole Miss in Oxford,
The Guffey twins were also named
Miss.
to the ESPN The Magazine Academic
The Racers finished the regular
All-American First Team, and Amber
season 21-7 overall including nine
straight wins and 16-2 in Ohio Valley
Guffey was named Academic AllAmerican of the Year.
Conference play.
The Racers were heavily favored to
''This is an outstanding honor for
return to the OVC Championship . both Amber and Paige and Murray
State," Athletk Director Allen Ward
game but fell short in the semi-fmals
at the hands of Austin Peay, who
said. "We strive to bring in all-around
went on to win the championship.
student-athletes that represent the
"I know that we have three great
University both on and off the court
players that are going to get the job
- that is exactly what Amber and
Paige have done with their time as
done, and they did their best tonight
to do that," Head Coach Rob Cross
Racers. I couldn't be more proud of
these two ladies."
said after the OVC tournament
loss. "We just fell a little short and
The Racers ended their season
with a 23-9 record and will see a new
sometimes you just don't make your
gold banner hanging from the rafters
shots.
"The effort that our seniors have
this season.
given all year means a lot to Racer
Contact Rogers at kyle.rogers@
basketball. They played like champimurraystate.edu.

Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.
Sat. 10- 4 p.m.
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Men hit court after a 19-12 season
Greg Waddell
Stairwriter
As the 2009-10 basketball season
opens, last season's heartbreaking
Ohio Valley Conference semifinal
loss to Austin Peay still lingers fresh
in the minds of players and fans alike.
A year that began with promise
ended at the hands of the Governor
team which had already defeated the
Racers twice in the season.
After a regular season of ups and
downs, including wins over two
rivals that would continue play in the
NCAA tournament, a 28-point
blowout over Western Kentucky and . ·
close win over Morehead State, the
Racers skidded to a 19-12 record to
claim third overall in the OVC.
The winning season marks the
File photo
22nd consecutive time the Racers
Alumnus Tyler Holloway plays defense in the 89-61 win over WKU last year at the RSEC.
have done so and is good for a fifth
place tie overall with Connecticut in
During the season, both veteran
accomplished certain individual
that category.
feats.
student-athletes and newcomers

Graduated senior Tyler Holloway
joined the 1,000-point club and
Danero Thomas earned Second
Team All-OVC honors while Ivan
Aska and Isacc Miles earned spots
on the All-OVC Newcomers team.
Aska also earned OVC Freshman of
the Year. His coming out party w:as in
the huge win over WKU, as the
Racers made a statement on the back
of the big freshman who bullied his
way to 20 points.
Defense proved to be a staple
under Head Coach Billy Kennedy.
Murray State led the conference in
scoring defense, allowing 63.2 points
per game and clocked in at third
overall in defensive field goal percentage with a .432 clip.
Losing only three seniors from last
season's squad, the future looks
bright for the experienced Racer
lineup.
Contact Waddell at gregory.
waddell@murraystate.edu.
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Racers return Luckett as only starter
Elizabeth Johnson

Sports Editor

Derek Miller/ The News

Senior guard Mallory Luckett Imitates men's
basketball's Tony Easley by hanging from the
rim. Luckett is the only returning starter for the
women's team.

Lost in the hype of last year's
Ashley Hayes, Amber Guffey and
Paige Guffey, senior guard Mallory
Luckett prepares for the spotlight as
the only returning starter from last
season's lineup.
Luckett said the loss of four senior
starters constantly on top of their
game will be difficult, but the team is
doing its best to readjust.
"It's going to more of a team effort,''
Luckett said. "Everyone can step up
and have a good night. We have different players with different weapons
who are going to show up at different
times."
Walking on her freshman year,
Luckett saw limited action, playing in
just 12 games.
After working hard on and off the
court, Luckett proved herself and was
awarded an athletic scholarship.
Luckett made strides her sophomore season, playing in 28 games and
starting one.
Last season, Luckett saw even more

time on the court, playing in all 32
games and starting in 31.
Her average points per game
increased from .6 to nearly five.
Luckett's field goal percentage of
.406, three-point field goal percentage of .304 and free-throw percentage
of .767 put her at fourth on the team.
With 138 total rebounds, Luckett
ranked third among her teammates
and led the Racers in offensive
rebounds with 52.
Luckett was greatly overshadowed
by Murray State's Big Three last season largely because of the ]ower numbers she put up on the board.
What Luckett lacks in scoring, bowever, she makes up for on defense.
Last season she tallied 14 blocks and
40 steals.
As the only returning starter and
one of just three seniors, Luckett is
expected to do great things, but she
said she does not worry.
"The only pressure I feel is the
responsibility to display through my
actions and words on and off the
court,'' Luckett said. "But I've got
(Vance)
and
Jasmyne
Kayla

(Thornton) by my side and I know
they're leading with me."
Luckett said one great thing about
the women's program being a predominately young team is the mutual
respect for each other.
The athletes know they must be
open to learning and help each other
improve, she said.
"Everyone leads in their own way,"
Luckett said. "Freshman have to be
energetic, intense and vocal. With the
sophomores, I see them as equals. If
they say something to me, I take it as
if they were coach."
With this preseason putting the
two-year reigning regular season
OVC champions in the No. 6 ranking,
Luckett said the team needs the support of fans as the Racers do all they
can to continue the tradition.
"We have odds against us but we
have enough fight and heart to win,"
Luckett said. "We want to win the
OVC tournament and defend our
homecourt. It's going to be a fun season to watch."
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.
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Veterans anchor men's team,
find strength in experience.
Jeffrey Frye
Staff writer
After losing only three seniors from last season,
the men's team returns a strong and experienced
group of veterans looking to anchor this year's
squad in a quest for the conference title.
Sophomore forward Ivan Aska enters the 2009-10
season as the reigning Ohio Valley Conference
Freshman of the Year. The 6-7 athlete can attribute
his success, hard work, talent and diligence from
last season. His consistent mid-range- jump shot
presents a lethal offensive weapon.
Aska finished last year averaging 10.3 points per
game and led the team with 5.8 rebounds per game.
He finished second in field goals and field goal percentage with l25 and .527, respectively.
"I expect Ivan to have a great sophomore season,"
Head Coach Billy Kennedy said. "We're going to
make sure he touches the ball because he is a bull
around the basket. He has improved his shot since
last season."
Junior Jeffery McClain was a rebounding
machine for the Racers. He was second on the team
in offensive rebounds with 73. The 6-6 forward fm-

920 south t2th st.
Bel·Air ShOPPIDR Or. ~
Murray, KY 42071

ished seven games with double-digit scoring.
Senior forward Danero Thomas proved an integral component of the team last season. Thomas
led the team in scoring with 12.3 points per game
and also snatched 4.3 rebounds per game. He ended
last season with 912 points and looks to join the
1,000-point club this year.
Like most~ of the Racer backcourt, junior Isacc
Miles is a tough and stock")' guard. Last year was his
frrst season as a Racer and he finished second on
the team. averaging 10.6 points per game and first
in assists with 119. He transferred to Murray State
after playing one year at Creighton, where he was
chosen as a member of the Missouri Valley
Conference All-Freshman team.
Center Tony Easley is a ftfth-year senior with
roots in Auburn, Ala. With his lengthy limbs and
active pursuit of the ball, Easley led the Racers in
offensive rebounding with 79. He needs five blocks
this year to become No. 11 on the Murray State AllTime Block List.
Expect Murray State to continue the tradition
with another winning season, thanks in part to the
leadership of these veterans.
Contact Frye at jeffrey.frye@murraystate.edu.
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Sophomore forward Ivan Aska looks to pass the ball In the
Racer's exhibition win over Bethel Nov. 5 at the RSEC.
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Get your grub on before the game at
one of the many restaurants on the
"Routes." All are a short walk from
Route stops

Jan. 16: TE1'lN!tS~SFltBR 'r~fi
Jan. 21: @Eastern rutno:I.S"'~
Jan. 23: @Southeast
~·
Jan. 27: SIU-EDWARDSVILLE, 7 p.m.
Jan. 30: @UT-Martin, 1 p.m.
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Women welcome freshman class
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Many new faces can be found on
the women's basketball roster.
This season the Racers' team is
composed of 12 underclassmen, eight
of whom are freshman.
Kayla Cunningham
From Murray, forward Kayla
Cunningham, was a varsity member
of the Calloway County basketball
team from seventh grade until her
graduation last year. On her high
school team, she averaged ~4.8 points
and eight rebounds per game.
Cunningham was a three-time
member of the All-Paducah-Sun
Purchase Team and is the reigning
all-time leading scorer for Calloway
County, men and women. with 2,059
points.
Alex Duck
Born in New South Wales,
Australia, guard Alex Duck played
for Xavier High School, the SEABL
Women's Australian Under-21 Team
and South Wales Country Under-20

Team. In her fmal season in Wales,
she averaged 24 points per game and
was named the 2008 MVP of the
Australian National High School
Championships.
Tessa ElJdns
From Cincinnati, Ohio, Tessa
Elkins traveled to Los Angeles, Calif.,
in the summer of 2008 to participate
in an All-American camp.
As a guard, Elkins finished her high
school career ranked eighth in
rebounds, seventh in scoring, seventh in blocks, sixth in steals and second in assists on her team. In addition, Elkins was named District 15
Senior All-Star.
Jessica Solder
Hailing from Benton, Ky., Jessica
Holder ended her career holding a
Marshall County scoring record of
2,378 points. The 6·1 forward averaged 24.7 points and ll rebounds per
game as a junior and was one of only
two
recruits
watched
by
MaxPreps.com as a junior.
Over the span of her high school
career, Holder had 1,230 rebounds,

Murray Printing
Services, LLC.
T-shirts • Caps • Letterhead
Envelopes • Invoices • Business Cards
Brochures • Etc...

Operating Hours:
Mon.-Fri. from 8:oo-3:oo

Student Organizations

Welcome!

6os S. uth Suite A· Murray, KY • 42071
Phone : (270) 753-1110
Fax: (270) 753-8655
Email: murrayprinting@murray-ky.net

313 blocks and 152 steals.
Aubrey Minix
Aubrey Minix, a guard from
Grovertown, Ind., and four-year
member of the Oregon-Davis High
School varsity basketball team, spent
the better part of her high school
career breaking records.
She broke the Indiana High School
and Oregon-Davis record for threepoint shots with 363, her own record
by shooting ll of IS three-point shots,
and tied the Oregon-Davis record of
41 points in a game. She also broke
the record for three-point shots in a
season with ll7.
Candace Nevels
Candace Nevels, from Bolingbrook,
Ill., was a member of ESPN.com's
nationally ranked Bolingbrook team
throughout her high school career.
The forward was ranked as the No. 74
shooting-guard by ESPN.com and
was named one of the best national
prospects of the 2009 class by the
Carolina Scouting Report.
In addition, Nevels was a state
qualifier in track and field and holds

T.l1e

the No. 2 position in the Illinois state
high-jump record.
Mariah Robinson
Mariah Robinson, a guard from
Beaver Dam, Ky.. averaged 20.5
points and 7.7 rebounds per game as a
high school senior. Robinson was
one of only two Racer recruits
watched as juniors by MaxPrcps.com
Robinson ended her senior year
with a 51.5 shooting percentage from
the field and a 38.1 percent from
three-point range. ·
Jessica Winfrey
T he 5·10 forward Jessica Winfrey,
from Mad an, Ark., was ranked the
No. 31 wing player by ESPN.com at
the end of her senior year.
That year, Winfrey averaged 12
points, seven rebounds and 1.5 blocks
per game and was named to the 6A
All-Arkansas Team, along with earning a place on the LR Mi lls
and
Yellowjacket
Invitational
Invitational All-Tournament teams.
As a junior she was chosen to participate in the Jr. Phenom All-America
Showcase.
The freshman recruiting class is
expected to play an important role as
the team returns just one starter and
three senior upperclassmen.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.
ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
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Freshman guard Isaiah Canaan prepares to shoot a free throw in
the Racers' exhibition game.

Photos by Derek Miller/The News

Junior transfer B.J. Jenkins plays defense against a member of the Bethel College team in the team's 93-39 win Nov. 5 at the RSEC.

Newcomers add depth to roster
Racers recruit
Strength, talent
Greg Waddell
Staftwriter

B.J. Jenkins'. Technically a newcomer after sitting
out last season as a transfer from Liberty
University, the 6-foot tall Jenkins, from Virginia
Beach, Va., is expected to add depth to the Racer
backcourt. As a sophomore at Liberty, he appeared
in all32 games, averaging 9.9 points per game along
with 4.4 rebounds.
"B.J. is an experienced player that has the ability
to play two positions, and be's an excellent shooter," Kennedy said. "He bas developed into a great
leader for our team."
Isaiah Canaan
Canaan, a 6-foot guard from Biloxi, Miss., comes
to Murray after a senior season where he averaged
24 points per game and seven assists en route to a
30-3 season and a SA State Championship. Canaan
was named a ftnalist for Mr. Basketball in
Mississippi as well as the state's Gatorade Player of
the Year.
"Isaiah is a true point guard that has been impressive in early-season workouts,'' Kennedy said. "He
has the ability to make those around him better."
Edward Daniel
Daniel, a 6-7 forward from Woodlawn High
School in Birmingham, Ala., joins the Racers fresh
off a senior campaign that earned him a place on
the Birmingham News Class of 2009 Super Seniors
after averaging 15.8 points, and 11 rebounds and 3.5
blocks per game.
"He's a great athlete who will see quality minutes

rim. His ability to rebound and make plays will help
our team."
A.J. W"llson
AJ. Wilson, a 6-6 junior from St. Paul, Minn., also
joins the roster. Wilson comes to Murray State by
way of Northeastern Junior College in Sterling,
Colo., where he averaged 16 points and 7.2 rebounds
per game. As an integral part of the 22-11 team, he
was named to the NJCCA All-Region 9 and AllTournament teams for his performance.
"A.J. has great athleticism; he's long and will provide depth at the forward position," Kennedy said.
"He's a good shooter who can score inside and from
the perimeter."
Jordan Burge
The last newcomer for Murray State did not travel far to don the blue and gold. Burge. a 5-11 freshman from Mayfteld, Ky., comes to Murray after a
decorated career at Northside Christian Baptist
Academy. Burge averaged 30.9 points per game his
senior season, including a 67-point outburst in a
game against Mount Vernon, Ill.
In what could be one of the deepest teams the
Racers have seen in recent years, each of the newcomers will undoubtedly play a pivotal role in the
team's success.
Coupled with a core group of returning players,
Murray State should make the season a fun one to
watch.
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@murraystate.

In what bas become commonplace since the start
of the Billy Kennedy era at Murray State, the Racers
welcome another strong recruiting class of transfers and freshman as they return to the court.
Kennedy spoke highly of the new class, especially Isaiah Canaan and Edward Daniel, who were considered the best players from their respective states
last season.
"We have a very good class coming in, and I
expect the two freshman to have a chance to be
(Ohio Valley Conference) Freshman of the Year,"
Kennedy said. "That depends of course on how
much playing time they earn. With this class com·
ing in, we don't have a weak link on our team. Our
depth is the best it has been since I've been at
(Murray State)."
B.J. Jenkins
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Campbell joins men's basketball staff
Ricky Martin
Staff writer

Photo courtesy of Sports lnform.1tion

The Racer athletic department named former UT·Martln Head
Coach Bret Campbell the director of basketball operations.

In an offseason filled with new additions to the
Regional Special Events Center, the men's basketball program also made an important addition to its
staff, hiring Bret Campbell as the new director of
basketball operations.
Can1pbell is a familiar face to fans of both Murray
State basketball and the Ohio V:llley Conference.
Campbell , a 17-year veteran of the OVC, most
recently served as the head coach of the UT-Martin
Skyhawks, a team he coached to a school record 22
wins en route to itS first regular season conference
championship just one year ago.
Campbell, who played college basketball at
Valdosta State and Left the school as its all·timc
leader in assists, provides Murray State with a
wealth of basketball knowledge and brings a great
deal of OVC familiarity to the table.
"I'm excited to have someone with Bret's experience and abilities join our program," men's basketball Head Coach Billy Kennedy said. "He's going to
be an excellent addition to our staff."
While coaching at UT-Martin, Can1pbell led the
Skyhawks to five consecutive Ohio Valley
Conference postseason tournaments.
He also recruited the Freshman of the Year or

OVC Newcomer of the Year in four of the past
eight seasons, also recruitin~ two-time OVC Player
of the Year Lester Hudson, who now plays for the
NBKs Boston Celtics.
"While at. UT-Martin, I had the opportunity to
work with some of the greatest coaches, studentathletes and fans in the Ohio Valley Conference,''
Campbell said. "It is rare that a coach has the privilege of conching an All-American, achieving a conference championship, being named coadt of the
year, playing in the NIT and seeing the program
post the llth largest increase in attendance in the
NCAA all in the same year."
Prior to his work at UT-Martin, Can1pbell served
as an assistant coach at Austin Peay, another OVC
school, from 1992-1999.
Campbell also made assistant coaching stops at
Central Florida (1989-92), Birmingham Southern
(1987-89), Kennesaw State (1985-87) and his alma
mater, Valdosta State 0983-85).
Campbell said he is pleased with the opportunity to participate in Racer basketball.
''I'm looking forward to the opportunity to work
with Coach Kennedy and his staff," Campbell said.
"I have great respect for Murray State and their
commitment to their athletics department."
Contact Martin at richard.martin@murraystate.
edu.
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Guffey, Hayes continue careers overseas
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

After graduating from Murray State last year, two
of the women's basketball players went on to play
overseas.
Amber Guffey, who became a member of the
1,000-point club last year, took the opportunity to
play in the country of Luxembourg, for the team
Residence in Walferdange.
Guffey has bad to make some adjustments to her
new team.
"Basketball over here is a lot different than back
home," Guffey said. "They only practice three days
a week, where in college we practiced six days. You
can tell that they have not been exposed to basketball as much as people in the States. I am adjusting
to how they play over here, and it will still take me
·
a little more time to get fully adjusted."
Ashley Hayes, a record-breaking Racer who took
home two Ohio Valley Conference Player of the
Year awards, now plays for TSV 1880 Wasserburg in
Germany. Hayes said she is lucky to have teammates who help her adapt to life in a new country.
Hayes said the shift from American to German
culture is less frustrating than the shift from
American to German basketball.

"The biggest challenge off the court was communicating since I cannot speak much German, and on
the court, was adjusting to the style of play." Hayes
said. "1 would say it is more physical in Germany
because here they are allowed to do things which
would be a foul in the United States.''
Both women plan on returning to the United
States in May, but their long-term plans differ
entirely.
Hayes is hoping for a quick transition into the
WNBA after her time with TSV 1880.
"Playing in the WNBA is my short-term and longterm goal because 1 would like to continue my
career in the United States," Hayes said.
Guffey hopes to play basketball overseas again
next year and then move on to coaching.
"Long term, I want to be a basketball coach at the
Division-1 level," Guffey said. "Depending on what
opportunities I have wiii determine on when I
decide to quit playing basketball overseas and focus
on coaching.''
Guffey had one last message to deliver to the
Lady Racers.
"I just want to thank all the coaches and teammates that have helped me through the years at
(Murray State)," Guffey said. "Good luck to the
Lady Racers basketball team this year. I am cheer-
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Former Murray State guard Ashley Hayes battles past an opponent last season. Hayes is spending this season in Germany.
ing for you and can't wait to read about all your
accomplishments."
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@murraystate.
edu.
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We invite you to visit and buy in
our attractive consignment
shoppe which offers quality
fashions for:

Ladies • Gents • Children
Accessories • Maternity • Foml41
Enjoy owning designer clothing
at a fraction of the cost.
Wear "Sak's Fifth Avenue" at
Sak's Thrift Avenue prices!

Beautiful and In
excellent condition.
20% - SO% off selected tags

$5 Gift Certificate
One certificate per person per
visit. Expires 12-31·2009

HOURS: Tues-Frl 9:30-4:30, Sat 9:30Court Square • Murray • 270-7
East Main • Cadiz • 270-522-7875
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RSEC boasts additions, renovations
Elizabeth Johnson

Sports Editor

Racer fans will experience Murray
State basketball in a whole new way
this season.
After the weight and locker rooms
were renovated in 2004, the athletic
department decided to make other
additions and improvements to the
Regional Special Events Center, to
create an atmosphere similar to larger schools with more' prominent bas·
ketball programsOne of the most noticeable changes
are the two 10-by-20 foot wide screen
video boards hanging in opposite corners of the RSEC.
These video boards, which are
operated by six to eight people from a
single control room, present the capability of displaying instant replays,
live statistics and live action videos,
enhancing the Racer basketball experience.
The athletic department has also
implemented the use of a kiss cam

and are visiting more ideas to
increase the crowd's involvement.
The rafters are also adorned with
banners representing the Ohio Valley
Conference and all OVC schools.
Aside from the video boards and
banners, the RSEC now displays a
new basketball court which replaced
the one installed in 1998.
However, Murray State decided to
put the old floor to good use.
It will be repainted and installed in
Racer Arena as the new volleyball
court at the end of this season.
"The floor, coupled with the video
boards, is further evidence of our
commitment· to Racer Basketball,"
Director of Athletics Allen Ward said.
"I encourage fans to stop by the RSEC
and take a look at all that's been
done."
The video boards were also
installed with the expectation they
would enhance other venues which
go on inside the RSEC.
Contact johnson at elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.
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The men's basketball team hHthe new floor of the RSEC durlno the exhibition game aoalnst Bethef

College Nov. 5.

U NIQUE M EXICAN F OOD • C AJUN S PECIALS
D ELI SANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
B EST S ALADS I N T OWN
B URGERS & FRIES • GREAT D ESSERTS
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LUNCH S PECIALS • NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
P RIVATE R OOMS FOR MEETINGS/P ARTIES
EXPANDED D ECK • CORNHOLE

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 270-759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
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RACER BASKErnAIL

81 8 N. 1 2th Street.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:270-761-2858

Happy Hour 2-4
Mon.- Fri.

Shakes, Malts+ Concretes
Buy 1 get 1 free

8 Snack Pak's under $4
Want exclusive Racer Basketball updates?
visit thenews.org

The Official Web site of The Murray State News
Can't -wait to get to you.. coanpute..? Get live
twveet updates to yoa.. phone on twvitte... Visit
twvitte ../MSUNe-wsSpo..ts

